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#TBH (To Be Honest Tuesday)  
SHOOTINGS is the US are now completely out 

of hand, whether they’re racially orientated, 

criminally motivated or the deranged mass killing of 

schoolchildren, citizens or cops. It’s unacceptable. The 

first thought that pops into your head when you watch 

the video of Philando Castile just after he was shot is: 

“He’s still alive.”

The second one is: “Nobody is helping 

girlfriend can do for him, and the safest thing for herself and her child in the

a leaf and screaming like a baby.

Philando’s girlfriend has just seen the man she loves get four bullets pumped 

seat of his car who doesn’t make a sound. This is the world she will grow up in. 

#MCM (Man Crush Monday) & #WCW (Woman Crush Wednesday)

the music industry, male and female, have come together for charity, and they all deserve a shout

out. Mary J. Blige, Gwen Stefani, Adam Lambert and Jennifer

Lopez

. The new ballad, Hands, was released on iTunes on July 5, with proceeds going to the

. The

track also features Selena Gomez, Britney Spears, Meghan Trainor, Tyler Glenn, Pink, Jason Derulo,

Halsey, Ty Herndon, Juanes, Mary Lambert Kacey Musgraves,

MNEK, Alex Newell, Prince Royce, Nate Ruess, Troye Sivan, Jussie , and RuPaul.

BY MARK WASSERMAN
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#FFF (FUN FACT FRIDAY
has became

one of the world’s top

billions of dollars annually,

providing jobs worldwide,

introducing astonishing new

technologies and products,

and upending the apple carts

events, and more. So let’s look at some

came from founder Steve Jobs’

made around the origin, in truth it was just the fruit

hidden feature. To access this, users had to go to the

few seconds. They could then see and play a game

called Breakout.

money as the US Treasury.

down.

#TBT (Throwback Thursday)  

amazing on her prom night, when 

Gabrielle Union posted this picture of 

herself at prom for Throwback Thursday, 

she clowned everything about her look, 

including the hairstyle she did herself, 

and the long black gloves. If you ask us, 

she looked as amazing and radiant as she

does to this day.

#SS (Shirtless Saturday)
MATTHEW ATKINSON

where he was an only child. He played baseball for 

One Tree Hill, before 

The Young 

And The Restless

the series The Middle and Jason on the series Young & 

Hungry

for anything 

#SS (Selfie Sunday)
THIS week I literally cried in the 

cinema watching the new release 

Me Before You. It’s the tale of a 

Emilia Clarke

when she is hired as his caregiver 

the complete opposites take 

to show him life’s for living, and 

the two embark on a series of 

reviewer considers himself to 

have a heart of stone, but I must 

have found the organ recently, 

because I joined the rest of the 

packet of Kleenex from a stranger 

T
HIS week we start a fabulous

competition for you and your BFF! Over

the next eight weeks we are looking for

the cutest BFFs, and you and yours can

stand a chance of winning a photoshoot in people

magazine as well as other goodies just by sending

us your pics! We can’t wait to see them.

the horrifying things that can happen to the human

the most disturbing things that can go wrong with

Speaking of bodies, busty Nina Colada has made

exclusive to people she tells us how she can afford

en through the most traumatic experience. I’ve

was used for dog fighting 

during which she had her 

leg ripped off and her jaw 

broken, and was left for 

dead. The most amazing 

thing is, with lots of love 

goodness this story has a 

team for making such a huge difference, not just to 

Until next week

Ed’s Letter

andreac@caxton.co.za
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#AnAppleADay…

 #Sob-Sational 
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F
ROM Brad and Angelina’s

marriage problems, to Paris

Hilton’s home videos and

Kate Middleton’s skinny

frame, Hollywood knows how to break

the news and keep us buzzing. Check

out this week’s biggest OMG moments!

BY ANGELA BEKIARIS

OMG!

6 PEOPLE www.peoplemagazine.co.za facebook.com/peoplemagsa

Kim and
Kanye
West

SHOCKING!

Inside 
Hollywood’s 
Eventful Week

Kanye Fat-Shames His Lady
IT’S never nice to hear people talking about your weight, but when it’s coming from your

husband, well, that’s just down right nasty! Then again, when it comes to Kanye West, 

many feel ‘Nasty’ is is his middle name. After coming back from a recent vacation, Kim

Kardashian spoke out about putting on some weight – she’s been struggling to lose her

baby weight ever since giving birth to son Saint in December 2015 (although you wouldn’t 

think she’s conscious of it in all those revealing outfits, right?). Anyway, it seems while the 

star is trying her best to shed the kilos she has gained, she’s not getting any support from 

hubby dear – in fact, he might have made things worse, after recently fat-shaming his wife.

How rude! According to a family insider, “Kim was feeling so self-conscious on the Fourth Of

July that she did not want to go to any parties. She and Kanye have been fighting non-stop.”

The sources adds, “Kanye keeps pressuring Kim to lose her weight and he has been telling 

her that she really needs to get back to her ‘old self’. He always talks about how hot her 

body used to be. Of course Kim is bitter at him for it. He is fat-shaming her!” And his words 

have affected the reality star, adds the insider. “Kim is always talking about how fat she is 

now,” says the source, who adds, “she doesn’t know how to diet properly. But after all of 

this, she is going to be using a personal chef to help her get back to her old weight.”

RUDE!

THEY’VE 

been busy in 

Hollywood 

again…

Kimye’s Sex Life Is Dead!
NOT only is Kanye West fat-shaming his wife, but it seems the 

couple’s sex life is completely dead these days – with sources 

adding that divorce is looming. And it seems Kim’s weight gain 

has nothing to do with the couple’s problems in this department. 

According to recent reports, while the star has been allowing 

us all to have a glimpse of her body parts on social media and 

beyond, her husband hasn’t seen any in the bedroom for a 

while. Insiders say the pair are fighting a lot these days, and 

while they act affectionate on the red carpet, they don’t spend 

any quality time together anymore. “Kim tells her sisters that 

her sex life is going to s*** and that Kanye never makes her 

feel sexy anymore,” reveals a source close to the Kardashian 

clan. “Kim needs constant validation of how beautiful she is and 

Kanye does not tell her that. And when it comes to showing it

to her by giving her affection, he really sucks.” Adds the source,

“There is no doubt that Kanye worships Kim. And Kanye even

gives Kim everything that she wants. EXCEPT when they are in 

the bedroom!” Insiders told RadarOnline, “Kanye blames the

kids and work for causing him to not want to have sex, but Kim

is starting to get real sick of his stupid excuses. She wants a 

husband who gives it to her on a regular basis.”



83%17%

Kourtney Kardashian Zendaya

people’s
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FOR more information or to find out how to join the discussion send an e-mail

to tanya@opinionsolutions.co.za

Upinion is an easy-to-use real-time feedback application we’re using to engage 
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Breakfast

I don’t Eat 
Breakfast

EMBARRASSING!

Are Brangelina About To Split?
THEY might look like one of the happiest couples in

Tinseltown, but sources say Brad Pitt’s ex-wife, Jennifer

Aniston, still causes problems in the Brangelina

household. Unintentionally, of course. According to

sources close to Brad and Angelina, the actress was

furious recently after hearing that her husband – and

father of her six children – had chatted to Jen – who is

rumoured to be pregnant – following the death of her

mom , recently. “It was their first moment

in months without the kids or staff around,” a source

tells us, adding, “Ange thought a good one-on-one

conversation would enable them to finally catch up on

their lives. Then, Brad casually mentioned that he’d

reached out to Jen to send his sympathy after her mom

passed away in May. He didn’t think it was a big deal.

But to Angie, it was akin to Brad dropping a nuclear

bomb. She was furious they’d reunited.” Sources add

that Brad and Angelina are miserable together these

days, but insiders don’t think it’s only because of his

communication with Jen. According to reports, the pair

has been trying to stay rather low-key amid divorce

rumours – and one of the reasons the couple is on

the verge of a breakdown is reportedly Brad’s close

relationship with his co-stars. Jolie’s deteriorating

health and skinny figure hasn’t helped matters either,

claim sources. “Reports say the pair is rumoured to be

planning ‘crisis talks’ to save their marriage, after the

actress realised how ‘far apart’ she and Pitt had got as

a couple.”

Kate 
Looking 
Scary 
Skinny

Kate’s Looking Thin, And 
The Royals Are Worried.
IT’S no secret that Kate Middleton is thin 

– and always has been – but after pics of 

her at Wimbledon made headlines, it left 

many questioning what’s going on behind 

closed doors. The Duchess Of Cambridge 

looks scary skinny in her yellow outfit 

– with sources saying she’s dropped 

under 45kg. While we know her second 

pregnancy took some strain on her 

body, insiders say, “She’s lost a dramatic 

amount of weight. She’s way too thin.” 

Middleton, 34, however, ‘insists she’s 

fine’, though Prince Williams is rumoured 

to be ‘worried sick about her’. “She’s 

definitely not her usual sparkly self right 

now… She’s not sleeping and has totally 

lost her appetite,” the insider added. 

”Her family is urging her to put on 6.8kg 

soon.”

Khloé Humiliated By Lamar
YOU’D think he would worship the ground she walks 

on after almost dying last year. But instead of being 

thankful that Khloé Kardashian was by his side through 

it all – giving him the best treatment possible to stay 

alive – Lamar Odom seems to be back to old ways, and 

when he’s not busy, he spends his time mocking his 

ex-wife. Khloé was recently humiliated by Lamar after 

the basketball star was caught on camera mocking her. 

In a new Keeping Up With The Kardashians clip, the 

32-year-old is forced to tell Lamar that Rob Kardashian 

is engaged to Blac Chyna. Lamar didn’t hold back on 

his thoughts on marriage for a second, saying, “I just 

hope he’s focused. Marriage ain’t easy.”  

“It’s not?” Kardashian is seen saying back in disbelief, 

adding “Your marriage wasn’t easy?” Lamar, according 

to sources, shot back with a telling stare. We guess she 

will be signing those divorce papers this time around!

MUST-READ! 
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#peoplespotted
BY PEARL MPHUTHI
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Kung Fu Who? 
CAN you guess who this sexy hunk is? 

Yes, it is none other than actor Orlando 

Bloom, spotted enjoying some downtime 

at the beach in Southern California. The 

actor has been seen without his girlfriend, 

Katy Perry, by his side for the first time… 

Could there be trouble in paradise? He 

was seen shirtless taking a hike with his 

dog and not risking any chances with 

the sun by donning a bucket hat. He’d be 

perfect for a role in Kung Fu Panda, we 

reckon, but in the meantime he’s waiting 

for Pirates Of The Caribbean: Dead Men 

Tell No Tales to release in 2017.

BY EUGENIA BOOI
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Justin In His 
Tighty Whities 

SINGING sensation Justin Bieber was 

wakeboarding in his designer undies, 

and, naturally, social media caught 

fire after he posted the pics to his 

Instagram account, captioned: “Not 

bad boys.” He was joined by Pretty 

Little Liars star Ashley Benson.

The pics leave very little to the 

imagination, but then the last time we 

saw similar pics of the Biebs he didn’t 

have underwear on at all, making 

them unprintable and NSFW. So 

we’re pleased he exercised a teensy 

bit of modesty and at least made an 

attempt to cover up! Whilst in Miami, 

Justin was also spotted partying up 

a storm with rumoured on-and-off 

fling Kourtney Kardashian. The pair 

were attending entrepreneur David 

Grutman’s birthday bash and were 

seen dancing together, but sources 

say they are just friends. In any case, 

it seems like Justin has his heart 

set on model Alexandra Rodríguez. 
Not so long ago, the loving pair was 

spending some quality time together 

on a luxury yacht in Miami, being 

joined by Justin’s six-year-old 

brother, Jaxon. We’re glad Justin’s 

appears to be keeping his bad boy 

antics in check of late!

CAN you guess  who 
this sexy celeb is?

Turn to page  64

www.peoplemagazine.co.za       PEOPLE     9
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#peoplespotted
BY PEARL MPHUTHI

Life’s A-Okay
For Giudice

WE bet this was the type of moment Teresa Giudice dreamt about often

while on the wrong side of the prison bars! The reality star was snapped

spending some quality time with her girls, and seems to be very much

in a happy place now, having got over the worst bump of her much-

publicised arrest when she and husband Joe were found guilty of fraud

in 2014. The Real Housewives Of New Jersey beauty was all smiles while

bonding with her gorgeous daughters at a beach in Jersey Shore  which 

seems to mark the start of a new chapter in her life, with her having also 

written a tell-all memoir entitled Turning The Tables: From Housewife 

To Inmate And Back Again (available from Exclusive Books). The read 

explores her stint in prison and is a New York Times best seller. 

WHAT HAPPENED
TO SCARFACE?
BY ZARA BRINER

AL PACINO has gone from 

H
E is one of the greatest actors of

all time, has starred in numerous

Hollywood classics and, if we’re 

being honest, has been easy on

the eyes most of the time. But it seems these

days Al Pacino is a far cry from his glory days as 

he’s packed on the kilos. 

The 76-year-old star was spotted outside a West 

Hollywood theatre recently showing off a much 

plumper physique and looked nothing like the

hunky man we once knew from our screens.

Al was snapped wearing a dark suit with a 

white shirt and black, bulky trainers, and even 

though his outfit wasn’t the most flattering, 

it did nothing to distract from his large belly 

that protruded underneath. The Oscar-winner, 

however, did stay true to his bad-boy image by 

sporting dark shades and a few knuckle rings.

His appearance comes almost a year after he 

was seen looking super svelte and fit in 2015 and 

44 years since we last saw him star as Michael

Corleone in the Mafia film, The Godfather.

Al later won roles in critically acclaimed films 

like Scarface and Scent Of A Woman, the latter 

seeing him win an Academy Award for Best Actor 

back in 1993. He later went on to appear in more 

commercially orientated films like Any Given

Sunday in 1999 and Simone in 2002.

Although he has never married, Al has been no 

stranger to the dating scene and even dated 

fellow co-star Diane Keaton during the Godfather 

trilogy.

He has three children. The eldest, Julie Marie, 

with acting coach, Jan Tarrant, and twins, Anton

James and Olivia Rose with actress Beverly

D’Angelo. Al is currently in a relationship with 

Argentinean-born actress, Lucila Solá, following a

brief split with her back in June last year.
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I
T’S only been a few short weeks since Taylor

Swift and Calvin Harris parted ways but 

Taylor has swiftly moved on, starting an 

intense, passionate relationship with actor

Tom Hiddleston.

Taylor

Tom

Taylor’s annual

Tom

Taylor

“Taylor

Tom Taylor to take him

Taylor

Tom was ‘the one’.

Tom put Taylor

Taylor

“Taylor

Calvin Harris

Taylor

Taylor

Taylor

Taylor

Taylor

Tom took Taylor to

Taylor & Tom Engaged
After 20 Days!

Tom Hiddleston 

BY EL BROIDE

Taylor Swift and Tom Hiddleston

start July 4 festivities going for a

dip in the ocean

Taylor and Calvin Harris broke 

up after 15 months together
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Night
A Grandma 

Victoria 
Beckham’s worst fears may soon be realised.

V
ICTORIA BECKHAM is having 

nightmares that she might end up 

becoming a grandmother at the 

age of 42. And it’s all because son 

 

Brooklyn

alone with the 19-year-old Kick-Ass star.

“Rumour has it they’ve already got matching 

shopping at the exclusive XIV Karats jewellery store 

in Beverly Hills on May 20.

The romance is moving way too fast for Posh.

between them and Chloë

reveals the friend.

“Victoria is literally having nightmares about it. 

She wants Brooklyn

doesn’t know what they get up to behind her back. 

She just hopes they are being sensible and taking 

feels she could keep a closer eye on him. But now 

Chloë

Posh is said to be ‘uneasy’ that the pair has got so 

between them.

“But now it’s a full-on romance and it’s 

making Posh Brooklyn

Chloë
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going from strength to 

strength. Victoria’s biggest 

nightmare is Brooklyn 

becoming a dad at his

Posh is said to be 

uncomfortable that 

Chloë is two years 

older and more

worldly wise than her

precious son.

“Victoria ordered

David to have a word

with Brooklyn about the 

insider.

fact that David and Victoria have been 

thinking about having another child of their

own.

“And Posh

Though the former Spice Girl-turned-fashion guru 

the Beckhams are said to be having second

thoughts.

Each of Posh

pregnant again.

“That’s why they have been talking about using 

Brooklyn 

Victoria out that she 

own yet.’’

Further adding to tensions is the fact that Posh can’t

get used to the idea that Chloë has ‘stolen’

Brooklyn from her.

“He has always been the apple of her eye and she 

gets so jealous that Chloë has become the most 

But David is said to be proud that his son has

snagged an ‘older woman’.

Friends of the young couple say that Chloë has

already been using some of her contacts in

Hollywood in a bid to land her and Brooklyn their

own reality show. “But Posh is dead against the

“She can’t stand that Brooklyn is making plans

behind her back – and she no longer has control of

Posh is 

 

really knows how

to make himself look bad.

S
.

While Kourtney  

New York City with sister-in-law Kendall Jenner. 

while Kourt

he missed his daughter’s birthday   missed her third 

special day.

ord

family reality show

 didn’t go to the Bahamas because he 

Physically being there for Kourtney and his kids would actually 

end up in him ruining their trip. In the past his AA sponsor has 

The insider adds that has a special birthday surprise for

his four-year-old when she’s back home.

Brooklyn and 
girlfriend Chloë

 Victoria Beckham

Chloë and Brooklyn out 

Disick has tried to be the best father to baby 

mama Kourtney Kardashian’s three kids. But 

missing daughter Penelope’s birthday  for the 

A
R
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LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: Kim Kardashian
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THEY’RE big stars

now, but that wasn’t

always the case.

Justin
Timberlake

Before They 
Were Famous

H
E’S just the picture-perfect all-American

boy, isn’t he? This week we’re looking

at singer, songwriter, actor and record

producer Justin Timberlake’s track

record.

Born and raised in Memphis, Tennessee, he appeared on

the television shows Star Search and

Mouse Club as a child. In the late 1990s, Timberlake

rose to prominence as one of the two lead vocalists and

youngest member of N’SYNC, which eventually became

and his rise to dominance in

JUSTIN TIMBERLAKE was born in Memphis, Tennessee

on January 31, 1981. His middle name is ‘Randall’.

HIS parents divorced when he was two years old. His 

TIMBERLAKE

subsequently home-schooled throughout high school.

SINGING has been his lifelong passion – sang at

the Grand Ole Opry when he was just 10 years old.

JUSTIN TIMBERLAKE started out in

Club Britney

Spears, Aguilera and Ryan Gosling.

HE was Britney Spears

JUSTIN’S mom became Ryan Gosling’s legal guardian

.

This was because Ryan’s mom had to go back to work in

Canada.

JUSTIN was

on .

HE took guitar lessons for three weeks but got bored

and started teaching himself.

HAVING a TV career was clearly not enough for .

When he was 14 years old, he teamed up with Chris

Kirkpatrick and Joey Fatone to form a band. They later

invited Lance Bass and JC Chasez

boy group N’SYNC.

N’SYNC’S 2000 album  sold  

JUSTIN TIMBERLAKE dated pop-princess Britney Spears

publicly between 2000 and 2002. However, Timberlake 

said he already had a crush on her when he was as young

as 12 years old.

DESPITE being a trendy guy, he does admit to some 

fashion police moments he says he regrets ever having 

cornrows.

he wore with Britney. “God, I feel I’ve gone to therapy

just to erase some of them. The cornrows I wore with

Britney and I wore matching

another bad choice. I’d probably pay good money to get 

eaten French toast. The waiter seized it as an opportunity

eBay for 

R16 000!

BY MARK WASSERMAN

N’SYNC Justin, Chris, Joey, Lance and JC
Justin’s mother became 
Ryan Gosling’s legal 
guardian for a while 
when he was a kid 

Britney Spears and Justin 
in those now infamous 
matching denim outfits 

Justin as a young boy
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Décor
BY LETITIA HEROLD J. Lo’s

IMPRESSIVE
NEW MANSION
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T
AKE a look at the mansion Jennifer 

Lopez has recently added to her 

The actress and 

singer purchased the estate located in 

Beverley Hills for $28-million (almost R448-million) a 

short while ago.

“I DON’T regret what I’ve been 
through. I’ve had ups and 
downs, super highs and some 
really low lows. I’ve been so 
blessed that I could never say, 
‘I wish this didn’t happen’. It’s 
part of who I am.”
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Continues on page 18

s
“BEAUTY is only skin deep. I 
think what’s really important 
is inding a balance of mind, 
body and spirit.”

“YOU get what you give. What 
you put into things is what 
you get out of them.”
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or cushions

TIP
CREATA E a sleek

using graphic a

CREATE an interior that embodies 

style and elegance with these 

accessories and furnishings. 

people’s choice

George Berry Two- 

Vintage Vista

We love this two-

will add character 

and style to your 

living room or 

18 PEOPLE

TIP
LACQUERED, polishwood and metalcombined add a slick

s.

nd

Indigo Faux leather

Vintage Vista

Caprese Rug:

Button Stool:

Karoo Ladder 

 

Mr Price Home

XO Floor Lamp: 

Wood Grain

Garden Stool:

Xo Side Table:

Embroided

Ottoman:

home

Argo Pattern

Back Chair:

Fossil Dining 

Table:  

Ceramic 

Della Lamp 

Mr Price 

Home

Toffee Frame 

Vintage Vista

Our Fave  
Décor App
Wall Décor: Free, Google Play
THIS

you need when changing the view of your 

your home décor and design theme and 

will help you create the desired look and 

feel for your walls. 



A MAN
AND HIS

HEN

Check out our 
fantastic new site @

THE MAN
WITH THE 

20KG
ARM!

WORMS,
BITES &
PARASITES



live in the human lymphatic system and prevent normal 

function. The worst part is that you don’t even have to 

do anything yourself, like eat infected food, or drink out 

of a dodgy water source. Filariasis is transmitted through 

the bite of a simple infected mosquito. Sleep tight...

6.
Dracunculiasis  

Or ‘Guinea Worm Disease’ 
THE culprit in Guinea worm disease is a 

roundworm parasite called Dracunculus 

dinensis, whose larvae dwell in microscopic water fleas. 

ple contract the disease by drinking unfiltered water 

bouring larvae-infected fleas. Once swallowed and passed 

ough the stomach, these larvae burrow into the intestinal 

ue and reproduce. The offspring are worms that migrate 

ough the body tissues on a slow journey toward the skin. 

the time the worm completes its trek (about one year 

er), it resembles a giant spaghetti noodle measuring as 

g as 60 to 90cm. Victims of the disease sometimes see 

worm moving beneath their skin as it prepares to break 

surface. The worm eventually pushes its way out of the 

n, causing an excruciating burning sensation. One of the 

ly ways to relieve this pain is by dipping the infected area 

the local water source. Sadly, this only helps the worm 

rpetuate its life cycle. The worm releases millions of larvae 

o the water, which are then eaten by water fleas, the very 

tters responsible for transmitting the worm to the person 

ace.

Epidermodysplasia verruciformis or

“Tree Man Syndrome”
TREE MAN SYNDROME first gained international

attention when Discovery Channel featured an

onesian man named Dede Koswara, also known as ‘Tree Man’,

a documentary entitled Half Man/Half Tree. Many were baffled

ee a man who seemed to be covered in bark. The illness is

sed by the HPV virus, which usually only causes genital warts. 

ertain unlucky individuals with a specific, rare genetic mutation, 

se warts cannot be contained, resulting in the sufferer’s entire 

ually being covered in these bark- like warts.

Noma
NOMA, or Cancrum oris, is a gangrenous infection

that pretty much only affects young children with poor

hygiene and bad nutrition. Noma starts off around the 

mouth as a tiny ulcer on the gums. Then that ulcer quickly spreads to the mucus membrane

of the lips and cheeks. Within just a few days, the gangrene will have eaten through muscle

and flesh. As it spreads, a scab will begin to form, which eventually falls off and leaves a 

gaping hole in the middle of the sufferer’s face. To make matter’s worse the mortality rate is 

90 percent and it currently affects around 500 000 people, with 120 000 new reported cases 

each year. Fortunately, because it only affects the hungry and poor, you can help stop it by 

donating to Facing Africa, who can be found at Facingafrica.org/.

W
E humans tend to think of ourselves

as invincible. With every advance

in medical technology we mentally

raise ourselves a little higher at the

top of the ecological pyramid, but our bodies and

nature have other plans for us.

We practically live in bodies that consist of more

bacteria than human matter, and understand very

little of how our brains, nervous systems and DNA

even work. Is it any surprise then that there are

countless things that can go wrong with us? Many

of these are scary, horrifying, and yes, even truly 

disgusting. We have put together our list of the top 10 

most disturbing.
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10.
Fibrodysplasia Ossificans

Progressiva

Or ‘Stone Man Syndrome’
THE disorder causes muscles, tendons

ligaments and other connective tissues in the body to be

replaced with bone. Even the slightest knock can accelerat

the growth of new bone, freezing a sufferer into place like

statue. Over the years someone with the condition will get

progressively worse, eventually becoming totally immobile

It is often fatal. The disorder is caused by mutations in a ge

called ACVR1, which produces a cell surface protein called

a transmembrane receptor. The mutation affects the way

the receptor responds to a protein called activin A, causing

it to go into overdrive when normally it would be represse

Fortunately there may be a cure on the horizon, so the fear

of becoming locked into your own body by this disorder m

hopefully, soon, be a thing of the past.

9.
Cutaneous Leishmaniasis
FOUND throughout the world (particularly in the

warmer climes), the sandfly is a blood-sucking ins

quite like a mosquito. Unfortunately, the sandfly

does not always simply take blood; it sometimes leaves behind

parasite as a parting gift. Soon, the tiny bite grows into an ugly,

festering ulcer. Worse still, sandflies tend to bite the face. Left

untreated, the wounds can take months to heal. In Afghanistan

where they are particularly common, they are referred to as ‘o

year sores’.

8.
Onchocerciasis
ALSO known as ‘river blindness’, this is the world’

second leading infectious cause of blindness. It is

caused by Onchocerca volvulus, a nematode that

can live for up to 15 years in the human body. It is transmitted

to humans through the bite of a black fly. The worms spread

throughout the body, and when they die, they cause intense

itching and a strong immune system response that can destroy

as the eye, which causes the blindness.

7.
Lymphatic Filariasis
FILARIASIS is one of the nastiest parasites you can imagine, with effects

that are absolutely devastating. Elephantiasis, a disfiguring disease 

characterised by the thickening of the skin and underlying tissues, is a 

classic sign of late-stage infection with these microscopic, thread-like worms, which 
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H top 1 most horr y ng th ngs that can happen to a human being.

BY WARREN
ROBERTSON

B
Parasites

Onchocerciasis

Cutaneous 
leishmaniasis
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Give’ Em Hill
ARTIST Gretchen Baer has so much love for Hillary 

Clinton that she has covered her car with portraits 

of her. The Bisbee artist has collected jewels, gems 

and toys over the years, and has now decided to 

create this homage to the Democratic presidential 

candidate on her 1989 Toyota Corolla. “I decided to 

do it because I realised that I have the opportunity 

to make my voice heard not only as a Hillary Clinton 

supporter, but also as an artist who lives on the 

borders,” she said. Gretchen calls her art piece 

The Hillary Car and has hit the road to help with 

more campaigning in Connecticut, Rhode Island, 

Pennsylvania and Maryland.

Looks Good Enough To Eat
STUDENTS at Chinese Agricultural University 

have come up with a unique way to create art, by 

combining fruit and vegetables. Hundreds of the 

University’s students have put their minds to together 

to come up with a unique method to contribute in 

the Dragon Festival celebrations. The festival takes 

place during Chinese New Year. Students majoring in 

Culinary Studies posted their work of arts on social 

media to show the rest of the world that food doesn’t 

only have to be used for nutrition, but for beauty too! 

www.peoplemagazine.co.za       PEOPLE     21

Necrotising Fasciitis
MINOR cuts and scrapes are a part of life and for the most 

part, they are merely inconvenient. But in the presence of

flesh-eating bacteria, the smallest of wounds can become 

-threatening in mere hours. The bacteria do not actually ‘eat the 

sh, but release toxins that destroy tissue’. The infection is treated with 

assive amounts of antibiotics, and all affected flesh must be removed 

stop it from spreading. Surgeries often involve the amputation of limbs 

d other apparent mutilations. Even with medical care, necrotising 

sciitis is lethal in 30 – 40 percent of all cases.

Anisakiasis 

ANISAKIASIS is a parasitic infection of the human 

gastrointestinal tract caused by the consumption of raw or 

undercooked seafood containing larvae of the nematode 

nisakis simplex. Once swallowed the eggs hatch. They then undergo 

remarkable migration: they travel out of the intestine via the blood 

the lungs, then migrate up the airways to the throat, where they 

t swallowed down into the stomach and back to the intestine again, 

here they finally develop into adult worms. The thing that makes them 

rticularly grim is that they don’t travel alone. In most cases they travel 

their thousands, finally completing their life cycle laying 10s of 1000s 

more eggs. In fact, sufferers will often excrete dozens of the worms 

ch time they go to the bathroom. When you consider that these are the 

gest of the human intestinal roundworms, growing in size up to 35cm, 

u know what a traumatic experience that can be.

Myiasis
MYIASIS is the parasitic infestation of  

the body of a live mammal by maggots which then grow 

inside the host while feeding on its tissue. Of all the freaky 

edical conditions out there, this one is most disgusting. A team of 

searchers at the Hygiene Centre  

the London School of Hygiene & and Tropical Medicine conducted a 

rvey in 2010 to discover what medical conditions humans are most 

gusted by. They presented images of things perceived as repulsive, 

om festering wounds to discoloured bodily fluids, to more than  

000 individuals from around the world, and had them rate the images 

om least to most disgusting. The image universally ranked as most 

sgusting is that from a fly larvae infestation. Said lead researcher 

lerie Curtis, “Disgust is designed by evolution to keep us away from 

rasites that may make us sick,  

y visual representations of a parasite invasion.”
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Dracunculiasis or 
Guinea worm disease

Necrotising Fasciitis

Epidermodysplasia 
verruciformis

Anisakiasis Myiasis
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A VIDEO of a group of men rescuing a puppy from

a reservoir has been trending all over social media.

Marjana Khadreeva spotted the rescue mission

and captured it with her smartphone. The video

shows a man wading into the water trying to grab

a dog that accidentally fell in. After failing in his

first attempt, he and his friends hold hands to form

a chain to be able to reach the distressed animal.

With some team work they eventually managed to

pull the dog to safety, so all’s well that ends well.

BY EUGENIA BOOI

Take Me Home

THIS week we have
some adorable dogs from
Woodrock Animal Rescue.

H
OW To Adopt Me: If one of us has

caught your eye and you’re willing

to provide us with a loving home,

please call Cheryl on 082 925 3133

to meet us.

TIPS ON ADOPTING A PET

BEFORE you adopt a gorgeous pet, make sure you have 

considered the following:

Do you travel a lot?

Does your complex / neighbourhood allow pets?

Do you have a safe and secure home for the new 

addition?

Do you have the time and money to look after a pet?

Will you love and care for this animal at all times?

Will the animal fit in with your other pets?

Ensure the breed is one that suits you and your family.

Do you have enough space for the pet to run around?

Do you have kids? If yes, take the correct security 

measures before adopting.

Do you have a story (with pictures) for Animal
News you would like to share with us?
E-mail people@caxton.co.za and write

‘Animal’ in the subject line. We will give you 
R500 if your story is published!

Upload your funny or cute animal 

videos to Facebook and tag us or 

send us a Dropbox video and we will 

feature it on our Facebook page.

Angel Tim

Tiny Yorkies

BY EUGENIA BOOI

PHOTOGRAPHER Yuzuru Masuda, who was visiting 

the Kalahari Desert, captured adorable photographs 

of a little squirrel that appeared super annoyed by 

a fly that seemed to be bothering it. The squirrel 

was dozing off under the shade of a tree before his 

little nap was interrupted. “The persistent fly really 

bothered his nap, leading the squirrel to throw 

a tantrum,” Yuzuru said. “The expression of the 

annoyance and the determination to battle with the 

fly seen on his face are quite funny to me,” he added. 

Animal News

Vivian The  

WRITER and photo illustrator Mitch 

Boyer has found a wacky way to 

make his dog look bigger than she actually is. “Like many dachshunds, my dog Vivian thinks she’s much larger than 

she actually is. I thought it would be fun to make a photo series where her physical size was just as large as her 

personality,” he says. Mitch’s photos have become so popular that he has turned them into a children’s book called 

Vivian The Dog Moves To Brooklyn.
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thrill of

adventure

and wind

blowing through

her feathers just

as much as Guirec

Caribbean before moving into the 

bridge of Yvinec. She has even

A MAN AND

F
RENCH adventurer Guirec Soudée and a rather 

unlikely sailing companion are living his life 

mantra: “Don’t be chicken when it comes 

to following your dreams. You’ll  be more 

disappointed by the things you didn’t do than by the ones 

you did do.” For the last two years, 24-year-old Guirec has 

world.  

 

 

on 

and on 

NO

warming than that of the

incredible adventures 

feathered friend.

His Hen
BY VANESSA PAPAS

Guirec Soudée and his pet chicken 
Monique are travelling the world
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Getting Bulked With
Nanna Hulk

MEET the 74-year-old who beat 

breast cancer and is now a 

championship bodybuilder.

S
HE gets up at 04h30 every morning, six

days a week to work out and competes

against women nearly 25 years her

junior. Meet Adeline Williams, the

74-year-old bodybuilding champ from San Diego,

California who, in the last two years, has won nine

trophies.

Breast cancer survivor Adeline is a late bloomer. She 

only started competing in her 70s after her trainer 

encouraged her to do so. Reluctant at first, she 

eventually said, “Why not?”

Adeline – who beat breast cancer just over two years 

ago – says, “It’s when you’re faced with a situation 

that you take a look at your life and think, ‘Why didn’t

you take more risks’?”

But while she may be leaving the competition in the 

dust, Adeline still has her insecurities – though that 

doesn’t stop her from wanting to be the best. “It’s 

hard because when I look at myself I don’t see what 

other people see – I see ‘old’. Who wants to look at 

that?” she admits, “But when I’m competing with 

50-year-olds, I want to win!”

In an exclusive interview the bodybuilding champ tells

her remarkable story.

“‘You should compete.’  

That’s what my trainer would say to me when we

worked out in the gym together. ‘Not in this lifetime’,

I’d reply. ‘Why would I want to do that?’

A retired mom and grandmother, I couldn’t think

why anyone would want to see me bodybuilding. I’ve 

always been into exercise but I didn’t start going to 

the gym until I was about 59. I’d torn the ACL in my 

right knee. The ACL is like a rubber band that crosses

behind the knee. You have two that criss-cross in an

X to stabilise it. I was skiing when it snapped and I 

heard it. 

My orthopaedic surgeon said to me, ‘You’re an older 

woman. You really don’t need it’. So, even though I 

had the surgery where they cleaned it out, they never

really repaired the ACL. That made me angry. I started

going to the gym because I figured if I strengthened 

my knee muscles then I wouldn’t need my ACL and I

would be able to do whatever I wanted.

But something else motivated me to start exercising 

more. My goal was to be healthy. I’d been walking a 

couple kilometres a day for years and watching what 

I ate. But in 2001 I started taking my mom to a series

of doctors. A cat had bitten her, her immune system

couldn’t handle it and she got very ill. It took several

doctors to figure out what was going on before we

found out that she needed stents in her heart. I 

watched the people in the waiting rooms that we sat 

in and recognised that health wasn’t about age. It was

about lifestyle.

I started going to the gym once a week. Working 

with a personal trainer, I’d do 30 minutes of cardio

– on the bike or the treadmill – stretch for five or 10

minutes, and then work with weights and machines.

One day I was in the gym, coming down the stairway

when a trainer, Ricky, stopped me. He said, ‘I would

like to work out with you. I like the way you carry 

your body. Your back is straight. You have a lot of 

potential’. That’s how we met. My trainer at the time

was getting a little flaky, so I started working with

Ricky. But he wanted me to start going three days a 

“IT’S hard because 

when I look at 

myself I just don’t 

see what other 

people see.”

Adeline Williams shows 
off three of her trophies

Exclusive!
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BY JACQUI THOMPSON

Mnandi
News

W
ANT to say thank you? Got something 

positive to say about someone? Has 

a stranger done a good deed for you? 

Have you received outstanding service 

from a place or a person? We want to know about 

it. No kind deed should go unacknowledged. E-mail 

mnandinews@gmail.com or sms the word ‘Mnandi’ 

to 48408. Keep your message to about 50 words and 

include your name or pseudonym and area. 

MOM, I know how hard you work every day 

to take care of Michael and me. I love you 

and want to thank you for every sacrifice you 

make for us. As children, we sometimes don’t 

think what our parents have to give up for us, 

especially if they are a single parent.

Michelle, Durban

THANK YOU to the staff at Clicks Montclare. 

When I shopped there I bought a few things 

including airtime. When I got home I got a 

phone call from them to say I’d forgotten my 

voucher there. When I asked, they gave me the 

details over the phone so I did not have to go 

back to fetch it. Thank you Clicks Montclare for 

the excellent service.

Happy Clicks customer, SA

WE had a terrible car accident outside 

Colesberg. No one was killed, but the car was a 

write-off and two of us were very badly injured. 

Thank you to everyone who stopped. I didn’t 

get anyone’s names, but from the truck driver 

(a grey and yellow logo courier company?) to 

the paramedics, I am so grateful.

Penny Hind, Bedfordview

A FIRST for me was a parking ‘guide’ who 

helped me into a tight parking bay in central 

Cape Town. When I came back and went to give 

him money he said he didn’t want it but would 

really like a job. It turns out he was qualified 

and he now works as an accountant at my firm! 

A Gordan, Tafelsig

SHOPPING at my local supermarket I struggled 

to get a trolley disconnected from the row of 

them. A man helped me with a smile and a 

friendly word. He then did it for the next two 

people before going off to get what he needed. 

This made me feel good all day.

Alison van Dijk, Bantry Bay

SPREADING 
FEEL-GOOD NEWS

week at least.

I had no idea at that 

moment that he 

thought I had 

the potential 

to compete in 

bodybuilding!

Over the years 

he’d bring it up 

from time to 

time and I told 

him, ‘No way’. 

Then three-and-

a-half years ago I 

discovered a lump in my 

right breast. It was close to 

the surface.

I called the doctor, made an appointment, and he 

checked it. Even though he told me it was probably a 

cyst, I said, ‘I have to have it out. I can’t live with this.’ 

We scheduled an appointment with a surgeon, who 

took it out. Three days later she called me to tell me 

it was cancer. Stage 1. She told me they had to take 

out more tissue and some lymph nodes to make sure 

it hadn’t spread. 

Fortunately it hadn’t, but when you’re told you have 

cancer, it’s numbing. You start to think, ‘Am I going to 

die?’ All these horrors went through my mind. 

It definitely changed my outlook on life. I started 

thinking more about what I wanted to accomplish. 

That’s one of the reasons why, in May last year, when 

Ricky and a girl we were training with said I should 

compete, I said, ‘Yeah, I’ll do it.’ I don’t think I ever 

would have done it before. Fear held me back. 

My first bodybuilding competition was in August 

2015, so I immediately started working out harder – 

five or six days a week; two hours a day – to get my 

body ready. 

Over the years, by watching what I ate and working 

out with Ricky, I’d lost 9kg, going from 68kg to 59kg. 

I’d eat salads for lunch, limiting my carbs like bread, 

rice and pasta – all the good stuff. I’d limit my grains 

and would instead eat fish, chicken and red meat. 

When I started competing, to lose even more body 

fat I started eating five meals a day and cutting down 

the amount that I ate. The goal was to tighten up 

my muscles and tighten up the loose skin. The last 

week before the competition I ate strictly fish and 

asparagus or broccoli, cauliflower and green beans. 

That’s it, four times a day. Maybe I’d have a little carb, 

like half a piece of toast with peanut butter. 

For a long time it was very difficult to be around my 

family. They always teased me. ‘Come on, don’t be 

such a party pooper’, they’d say. ‘You’re not eating 

pasta. You’re not eating bread. You’re not drinking 

wine. Come on. Get over it…’ That was until they saw 

me compete. 

I was terrified about competing the first time. To 

prepare, I had to get a spray tan and have someone 

do my make-up on the day. I also had to wear a 

skimpy bikini and high heels for the ‘figure’ portion 

of the competition where you flex and show off your 

muscles as part of a routine that you’ve practised. It 

was so hard. I wanted to run away. 

That first competition I won a sword, which was so 

exciting. I’d met my challenge. I’d done it. Ricky and 

my family were so proud of me. 

In the past year I’ve competed several times and I 

now have nine trophies. I compete with women who 

are 50 and above and, overall, I come in third place. 

But in my age group – of 70 and over – because I’m 

the only one competing, I always come in first. 

Now when I train I’m competing against myself. I want 

to get better. 

Now I want to write an exercise book for people who 

are just starting to exercise. I run into a lot of women 

who say, ‘I can’t do that. My back hurts. My shoulders 

hurt’. 

But I want people to know, ‘Yes you can! Your body 

is designed to move and stretch. It’s designed to heal 

itself, given the right circumstances. You just need 

patience’.” 

Adeline working 
out

Adeline poses 

Adeline cut back on wine and 
pasta to lose the extra weight 
and body fat to compete

Adeline poses with 
her sword she won at 
her first competition
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IN South Africa alone, almost 1 000 children are reported

missing every year. The actual figure is probably much

higher. Currently the police have an 82 percent success

rate finding the children. Ideally they’d like to achieve a

100 percent success rate. But they need your help! Have

you seen any of these people?

THE largest number of missing

children worldwide are runaways,

HAVE YOU SEEN

THEM?

HELPLINES
POWA: Telephone: (011) 642-4345/6
E-mail: info@powa.co.za
Web: www.powa.co.za
Rape Crisis (021) 447-1467
E-mail: info@rapecrisis.org.za 
Web: www.rapecrisis.org.za
Lifeline (011) 715-2000 / 0800 012 322
Childline  082 233 2333 or 0800 055 555
SAPS Family Violence, Child Protection And Sexual 
Offences Unit (FCS)  (011) 403-3413
Teddy Bear Clinic (011) 481-5161 
Aids Helpline 0800 012 322, or (011) 880-0405 
Web: www.aidsinfo.co.za
Anorexia and Bulimia Family Support Group (011) 640-1965
Web: www.edsupport.co.za
Cancercare Centre (011) 646-5628
SA Depression & Anxiety Support Group (SADAG)
(011) 783-1474 or (011) 884-1797 
Alcoholics Anonymous South Africa  (011) 452-9907
SANCA (011) 482-1070 
Gamblers Anonymous 0800 006 008

IF you think you’ve seen any of these people, or would like

to report a missing person, contact the Bureau For Missing

People on (012) 393-2005, or fax (012) 393-2012. Missing

people can contact the bureau to let them know they’re alive

and well – even if they don’t want to get in touch with family.

NOLUTHANDO MABUYA

Disappeared: May 22, 2016

AGE: 17

Noluthando left home in Jabulani 

and has been missing ever since.

MANDISA VUMAZONKE

Disappeared: April 30, 2015

AGE: 10

Mandisa left home in Daveyton and 

has been missing ever since.

JEREMIAH MENTOOR

Disappeared: January 31, 2016

AGE: 11 

Jeremiah left home in Tembisa and 

has been missing ever since. 

THINASINETHEMBA

PRIDESWORTH NDABA

Disappeared: February 1, 2016

Age: 16 

Thinasinethemba left home in 

Dawn Park and has been missing 

ever since. 
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Exclusive!

BUSTY Nina Peterson has 

made more than R15-million 

as a sugar baby – and has no 

problem with her young children 

following in her footsteps.
Jessica Rabbit 
– Nina’s idol
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T
 Nina Peterson, 

who also goes by ‘Nina Colada’, has spent 

most of her adult life pleasing rich, older 

men and has even had her suitors pay for 

her extreme body modifications. The 1.8m-tall mother-

of-four has had her sugar daddies spend more than R1.5-

million on her cosmetic surgery, which included tripling 

her breast size from a 34C to a 34H.

Her youngest children Juliana, nine, and Ymahni, 12, 

couldn’t be happier with their mother’s arrangements, as 

they are regularly treated to exotic holidays and expensive 

presents by their mother’s sugar daddies.

They are so happy with the life that they would even 

consider it for themselves and 

refer to their mother’s current 

sugar daddy – who does 

not want to be named – 

as Santa.

Juliana says, “A 

sugar baby is a girl 

who dates an older 

man that is really 

rich and who spoils 

her. I would want 

a man that pays for 

everything when I’m 

older because then 

I don’t have to worry 

about things and that is 

what a gentleman should do. 

Her sugar daddy buys her lots of 

presents and when she gets money she either takes us on

vacation or buys us cute dresses

– I’m happy that she is happy. 

He takes her on boats and helps

her when she has trouble with

money – mom has promised 

that the next time he takes her

on a boat she is going to take us.

I hope mom marries Santa.”

While Nina would not 

necessarily encourage her 

children to be sugar babies – if they chose that path she

would not discourage them and would provide advice.

“The sugar baby lifestyle has provided me with so many 

opportunities,” she claims. “I’ve travelled all over the world 

and made a lot of money while meeting really amazing 

gentlemen. I would say that my most expensive present

was a Maserati Quattro and the house I live in now is all 

paid for by my sugar daddy – my children and I love it, 

especially the pool. Thinking back on this lifestyle I think it’s 

easy to say I have made well over R15-million!”

Nina, who lives in Florida, was a self-confessed dork while 

growing up, but decided on having extreme cosmetic 

surgery to look like her idol, Jessica Rabbit.

“I’ve had close to R1.5-million worth of surgery which 

obviously I didn’t pay for. I’ve had my nose done three 

times, my boobs four times and I also regularly have cool 

sculpting and microdermabrasion. The maintenance to look 

like this costs a lot and could be too expensive for a girl to 

afford on her own.”

Her most extreme surgery came earlier this year when she 

tripled her already enormous 34D breasts to an incredible 

34H. “I think they weigh about 3.5kg each but I love big 

boobs and so does my daddy – I like to make sure he is 

happy and never want to disappoint him.”

After her first surgery a friend suggested she try being 

a sugar baby and the offers flooded in. “I mainly have 

relationships with international businessmen but only date 

one person at a time,” adds Nina. “They love to spend 

their money on me and buy me lavish gifts – my current 

sugar daddy gives me R150 000 a month and flew me to 

the Caribbean at Christmas. I give them what they need 

and make them feel comfortable – the sky really is the limit 

when they feel settled with you.”

Despite being open about the sexual aspect of her 

relationships, Nina insists that being a sugar baby is very 

different from being a prostitute.

“Sugar babies don’t necessarily need to have sex, but my 

sugar daddy and I have sex but he had already invested 

nearly R900 000 in me before we 

did – he had a hard job. A sugar 

daddy invests in a woman that he 

feels has the potential to be an 

asset in his life, a prostitute is not 

an asset.”

And while it may appear to be a 

life of uninhibited luxury, Nina 

insists that ‘sugaring’ can be 

quite stressful.

“I have to work hard and sacrifice my personal needs 

because if your daddy expects something you have to 

deliver. I incorporate myself into his lifestyle so if he has 

to travel for anything, I manage it; I manage his home and 

make sure we hire the right staff – I’m basically his personal 

assistant.”

Before becoming a sugar baby, Nina worked a variety 

of part time jobs to make ends meet. She became 

a sugar baby to supplement her income but found 

that she did not need to work because of it. When 

she told her children about her new job they were 

delighted that they could spend more time with her.

“At first they were asking me how I could afford to 

do certain things,” Nina says. “When I told them 

they supported me 100 percent. I had a trusting 

relationship with my sugar daddy so I introduced him 

to the kids as they wanted to thank him for all that he 

did – since then we are like one happy family.”

While Nina enjoys her lavish gifts and excessive 

lifestyle she claims that her attraction towards older 

and richer men is more than just financial.

“They’re gentlemen and they know how to treat 

a lady,” she says. “They are sophisticated and 

intelligent and they know how to conduct themselves 

in relationships. My daddy knows how to make a 

woman happy.”

She puts her success down to knowing exactly what 

older, richer men want and one day hopes to use her 

associate degree in business to teach other women 

how to be the perfect sugar baby: “When you have a 

successful man they lean towards women who can be 

their subordinate and I know what that takes. I want 

to open a sugar baby academy where younger sugar 

babies can be groomed. This life can’t last forever so 

I’ve got to have something to look to in the future.”

Nina tripled her breast 
size  from 34D to 34H

Nina’s cars and house are all paid 
for through her sugar-babying

My Stories

‘I Suffer 
From BPD’
THIS reader tells her 

mental disorder.

“I
AM a university student studying 

audiovisual communications. I’m a 

talented young girl who is ambitious, 

and ever since I was young I was a 

dreamer. I used to look at myself in the mirror and 

sing. But at times I felt I was living a nightmare. 

I moved to Gauteng from Mpumalanga to study art, 

and that was when my life changed. In high school I 

was emotionally and verbally bullied; however, I just 

tried to ignore it. But it still affected me. I started 

getting obsessed with my weight. I looked at myself 

and felt ugly. I felt rejected and not good enough. I 

started cutting myself and I found comfort in it. I knew 

it was wrong, but I was miserable.

When I was in Grade 11, I’d become so skinny because 

I was afraid of getting fat. The one bright point of that 

time was when I was elected class president; it’s nice 

to know that most of my co-students respected me, 

and saw much in me that I couldn’t see in myself. 

Then I discovered I had BPD (Borderline Personality 

Disorder), and my therapist referred me to a hospital 

where I was seen by a psychiatrist who confirmed the 

diagnosis. Despite the clarification I was still deeply 

tormented, and began cutting myself again. I wanted 

to die, because whenever I looked at myself in the 

mirror, I’d see someone I thought deserved nothing 

but loathing. However, as time passed I began to get 

better. There’s no cure for BPD, but all I needed was 

understanding, love and patience. It’s hard to live with

this disorder.

Suffers of BPD need people to be patient with them

and not give up on them, no matter how hard it is. I 

am trying very hard to come to terms with myself and 

my struggle and am currently going through what is 

called DBT, a weekly therapy programme. I am also on 

medication. 

Some days are tougher than others, but I try to control 

my thoughts and stop them from causing disaster 

– they have already cost me a lot. My schoolwork 

has suffered because of my lack of enthusiasm and 

inability to concentrate. But I am working on getting 

better so that I can be the girl I know myself to be: 

smart, beautiful, intelligent, go-getter, fun, loving, 

kind, talented, ambitious and unique.”
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I TELL US YOUR STORY. 
E-mail people@caxton.co.za. 

WE PRINT, WE PAY!

‘I STARTED getting 
obsessed with my 
weight. I looked at 

myself and felt ugly. 
I felt rejected and 
not good enough.’

Nina and two of her children 
Juliana and Ymahni

‘I WANT to open a 
sugar baby academy 

where younger 
sugar babies can  

be groomed.’
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Exclusive!

B
ABLU PASHI, 25, from 

Allahabad in India, 

suffers from gigantism, 

a disease that causes 

excessive growth of body tissue.

taking a break.

basis.

myself. I also want a 

proper treatment so 

potential employers 

Bablu is hoping to have a wife and 
children of his own in the future



A
LTHOUGH often devastating when it take places, 

losing your job isn’t the end of the world. It 

happens to the best of us. It even happens to 

celebs. Take Steve Jobs, Madonna, and even the 

queen of talk, Oprah Winfrey, for example. All were given the 

boot by their former employers at one stage in their careers.

 

 

BY VANESSA PAPAS

Bounce Back 
After Being 
Retrenched

abnormally 

large limb.

wants to 

go to some 

tell me to 

let me in. I 

money to 

myself – I 

stay away. If 

my arm was 

my family. 

Bablu weighs his giant arm 
on a scale in the street

The doctor said that Bablu 
should get a handicap 

certificate and help from 
the government

Bablu is isolated from the 
other people due to his rare 
condition

The difference between  
his two hands is astounding
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EVERY week 

we bring you

heartwarming stories

of ordinary people

dealing with extraordinary

circumstances, and offer

readers the chance to help

them by paying it

forward.

Has Heart
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M
EET Maggie. She was found 

lying in a ditch near the 

scrap yard at Davidsonville, 

Roodepoort, clinging to life, 

when CLAW – one of South 

Africa’s most respected animal 

to help. 

pit bull-type bitch had one front 

injury that revealed the bone. She 

evidence of injuries in many 

broken at some stage and had 

reset skew, leaving her snaggle-

toothed, while six teeth on the 

smashed out. To add to injury, 

with maggots. She would need 

a miracle to survive… And that 

miracle was CLAW. 

“We had her on the table covered 

in a blanket. We gave her pain relief and then 

about what would be best for her. Would she 

survive treatment? Did she have the physical 

resources to cope, or would it be worse to 

sending her to sleep peacefully? As we talked 

over her head, she started wagging her tail. The 

decision was made in an instant: We would do 

Although one of her legs had to be amputated, 

CLAW team who refused to give up on a broken 

and dying animal, Maggie pulled through. 

once she is well and managing on three legs.

hundreds of cruelty cases CLAW responds to on 

an daily basis. While there is simply no excuse 

for animal abuse, the reality is that with poverty 

results in ignorance. Just as men, women and 

hardships, so too do many township animals. 

disadvantaged people as well as their furry 

friends is what CLAW is all about. Since opening 

of trust and respect among people of all classes 

and is today renowned as the pioneer of 

community-based primary veterinary services 

in South Africa.

the surrounding community needs them most 

of their premises. Their plans include building 

outdoor runs to create more space for their

resourced. They do not have running 

point have been relying on solar 

panels, some of which were recently 

stolen. They simply do not have funds 

to improve their Durban Deep centre.

“Two years ago we were forced to 

move part of our 

services out of 

Durban Deep to FORA 

(Friends Of Rescued 

shelter in Krugersdorp.

The move came suddenly

and unexpectedly. Due to

riots in the area, we were

stripped of all electricity and 

water and could not perform 

surgeries, so we had to make 

some space at their shelter, 

while we kept Durban Deep 

open so as not to abandon all 

the residents who depended 

premises, however, has 

drained our budget. The fact is 

Despite having only two veterinary surgeons, 

Spread CLAW Courage
COURAGE

that has made CLAW what it is today.

Maggie on the day she was found

Just t
rescu
respo

Maggie sending kisses  
to all the CLAW supporters

DOG FIGHTING
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CLAW

they can through the use of a mobile clinic and 

outreach clinics.

“During an outreach clinic, at least one vet and 

explains Cora. “Animals 

are examined 

and the owners 

are given 

ensure the 

good health 

of their 

pets. Any ill 

or injured 

animals 

that require 

are brought 

back go the 

CLAW clinic. 

We also provide 

increasing number of pig 

farmers. These are small-scale 

of animal husbandry, and rampant cruelty 

we perform many wildlife rescues. Monkeys and 

trap and rescue these animals, which are then 

provides food parcels to an increasing number 

 

not available. Working within the community,

the CLAW team discovered many sick and dying 

people. CLAW also seeks to ensure sustainable 

trained many people in vegetable gardening.

While CLAW receives funding from the 

having to run two Clinics has had a severe 

impact on their budget and there is not 

demand for their services and help, nor to 

Taxis do not provide transport for sick animals 

and over and above the mobile services that 

CLAW takes to the community, they receive 

at least 12 emergency calls per day. With all 

services and necessary services such as the use 

of mobiles, the CLAW team now needs your 

support in raising further funds to enable them 

to do the important work they perform. 

CLAW has various projects in the pipeline to 

improve their clinic and their services, and 

are in need of the following items: cement 

stock bricks, bags of cement, building sand, 

poles, galvanised 2mm wire, diamond mesh, 

different sized plastic dog kennels, roof paint, 

bags of liquid tar, high pressure cleaners, 

hosepipes and connectors, porcelain tiles 

stainless steel tables, a stainless steel sink and 

a stainless steel operating table. If you can 

help, please contact CLAW at 082 926 3627, 

 

cobailey@ifaw.org. Donate R10 by smsing 

into the CLAW account at Nedbank Florida, 

Branch Code: 190 541, Account Number: 

007416, Swift Code: nedszajj

Pay It Forward

She already has offers  
for a permanent home

Maggie is well on the road to 
recovery, thanks to CLAW

hree days after Maggie’s
e, she was eating and
nding to love and attention 

It’s believed that Maggie had been in a  
dog fighting ring, either used as bate  
or as a fighter



N Eve Parker lost a

w kilos hoping she’d

ht dress instead

Real 
Life

‘ALL my
life I was
on diets,

but nothing
seemed
to work.
I’d lose

weight...and
gain it back.’

HEN

few

eigh

Then BOYFRIEND
TO DUMP THE KILOS
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Now!

Death Comes To 
School

A  

Thoughts/Confessions 

The Northern 

Echo

Verdict
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‘“You 
gotta 

go,” she 
told him. 
“I need 
to love 
myself 
too, not 

only you’.”
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“M
Y stomach

lurched as my

new boyfriend

Jim snuggled up

to me. We’d just had the most amazing

sex. But I couldn’t allow myself to get

too comfortable.

‘Babe, I’m going to have to go’, I sighed.

‘Why don’t you stay here tonight?’ he

asked.

‘I’ve got such an early start tomorrow’,

I lied. I’d been seeing Jim for about a

month now and I’d made countless

excuses to get out of spending the night

with him. Truthfully, I wanted nothing

more than to fall sleep in his big, strong

arms. But I have a snoring problem. A

dreadful snoring problem. It started

when I was young but it’s become much

worse over the past few years. I know

because I recorded myself once on my

phone to check how loud it was. I was

horrified when I listened to it. I’ve tried

every remedy – from nasal sprays to

plugs and mouth pieces I got from the

dental surgery where I work. But I still

woke up with

a sore throat

every morning.

It was so bad

that recently I

was staying at

a hotel in Cape

Town for a work

conference and

my colleague in the next room said she

could hear a pig outside her window. ‘I

know they make those noises when they

are giving birth’, she’d told me. I denied

hearing a thing but I knew exactly what

it had been... Me! I was heartbroken

when Jim broke up with me. He told me

he was suspicious about what I was up

to at night because I never stayed over.

I couldn’t blame him though – it wasn’t

the first time this had happened. But this

time I decided I needed to do something

about it or else I’d be alone forever. I

broke down in front of my GP a few days

later. ‘My snoring is ruining my life’, I

said, sobbing. ‘I sound like a pig’. He was

really sympathetic and told me about an

operation that would involve removing

my tonsils and reshaping my palate. ‘You

would need to stay in hospital for at least

a week and it would be quite painful’, he

warned me. But that didn’t bother me at

all. I would endure any pain if it enabled

me to finally have a real relationship.

He explained it was elective surgery so

it came at a cost – a whopping R50 000!

I worked as a nurse and I didn’t have

that kind of money. I only had R20 000

in my savings account. That night, I tried

to think of ways to come up with the

rest of the money quickly. I knew my

mom would help me out, but I was too

embarrassed to tell her about my snoring

problem.

Then I had

an idea. I

picked up

the phone

and called

Mom. ‘I’ve

got a polyp

in my nose’,

I lied. ‘It probably isn’t cancerous, but I’d

need to have surgery to remove it. I just

can’t afford it’. Of course Mom was really

worried about me. She transferred the

money into my account the next day.

I feel so guilty for lying to her. I was

just so desperate. I almost confessed to

en I realised she

ome of her friends

e polyp operation.

e so embarrassed

ad to tell them

ughter lied just so

uld have surgery to

oring. I really hope

er the operation I

this whole dreadful

lie, as well as my

snoring problem,

behind me.”

“S
OMETHING slimy

brushed against

the back of my

neck. ‘Argh!’ I cried,

leaping up from the kitchen table.

Whatever it was slid down the back

of my shirt. I whipped around to see

my boyfriend Craig’s 13-year-old son

bent over laughing. ‘Zach!’ I snapped,

shaking out my shirt. ‘What was that?’

He was too busy laughing. But just then,

snail. The little...

‘You should’ve seen your face’, Zach

said. I gritted my teeth, fighting the urge

to scream at him. This wasn’t the first

time he’d played a practical joke on me.

Ever since I’d started dating his dad 18

months earlier, he found little ways to

torment me. Like the time he put salt

in my coffee,

instead of sugar.

He swore it was an

honest mistake,

but I knew better.

I worked as a

primary school

teacher and had

always loved kids.

So when Craig, 40,

had told me he

had sole custody

of his son, I’d been looking forward to

meeting him. But Zach was the devil in

disguise! I knew his parents’ divorce had

been tough on him and he’d obviously

held onto the hope that they’d get back

together. Then I’d come along and, in his

eyes, mucked everything up. I’d moved

in six months later, and whenever Craig’s

back was turned, Zach would play pranks

on me. The worst part was, I knew how

much Craig adored Zach – I couldn’t

go snitching on a 13-year-old. I’m the

grown-up here, I told myself. I’ll just

have to grin and bear it. He’ll grow out of

it soon. Yet, a year and a half down the

line, he still hadn’t. I’d tried everything I

could think of to win him over. Nothing

worked. Before I could give him a few

stern words about the snail, Craig walked

into the kitchen. ‘Everything alright?’ he

asked. ‘Thought I heard you scream?’

Zach flashed me a look, daring me to

squeal on him. I wouldn’t give him the

satisfaction. ‘Fine’, I said. ‘Just thought I

saw a spider’. The following night, I was

in the lounge room watching TV, waiting

for Craig to get back from the gym. Zach

thought it would be hilarious to dance

around in front of the screen, blocking

my view.

‘Zach, come on, boy...’ I pleaded.

‘Zaaach’, he drawled, mimicking me. His

dance moves became more flamboyant.

And then... Crash! He stumbled and fell

straight into Craig’s prized flat-screen,

smashing it to the floor. Zach’s face

turned white as he stared at the broken

TV. ‘Dad’s gonna kill me!’ he said, his

bottom lip wobbling. I felt

sorry for him. It had been

an accident. But then I

had a stroke of genius...

‘You know... I could say I

broke it’, I offered. I could

see relief wash over him,

but it quickly changed to

a look of suspicion.

‘Why would you do that?’

he asked. ‘Because if I do,

you have to promise to

be nice to me from now on’, I said. ‘No

more practical jokes. Deal?’ He thought

for a moment, then glanced at the

broken TV. ‘Okay, deal’, he grumbled.

Craig was fine about the TV when I told

him I’d bumped into it. Especially as

I bought him an even bigger one the

following week. And after that, Zach

stuck to his side of our deal. He even

bought me a necklace for my birthday

shortly afterwards. I was so touched.

‘You two have a great bond’, Craig

commented recently. He seemed so

pleased that I didn’t have the heart to

tell him how I’d forged a friendship with

his son through blackmail. It might have

been a sneaky way to go about it, but it

was totally worth it.”

‘I’D tried
everything

to get him to
like me.’ –
Kelly, 33

WHEN was the last time you came clean and everyone heard?

OMG
!

CONFESS!
We Print!
We Pay!

C
’MON – fess up! Everyone has their little

secrets that they’re hiding from the rest of

the world. Admit it. Well, now we’re giving 

you a chance to clear your conscience and 

confess – anonymously! We’re offering to print your

uncut secrets in our mag, and we’ll pay you for it. E-mail

your confession to people@caxton.co.za (we promise to 

keep all your details hush hush). But for now, sit back and 

take in these offerings as some other readers share their 

guilt, problems and dirty secrets with you. Who knows – 

skeletons in the closet!

‘I CRINGED as she 
told me what she’d 
heard in the night.’ 

– Lisa, 33

Send your story to people@caxton.co.za  and get paid 
for it when we publish it in our future issues. 

‘Is That A 
Pregnant Pig?’

The Devil
In Disguise
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“I
FLICKED through the

travel brochure and

let out a sigh. ‘Look

how gorgeous that is’,

I said to my husband, Pete, pointing

to a photo of a beach in Fiji. ‘Nice’, he

said. ‘But not this year – not with the

new car’. I groaned. That bloody car!

I tossed the brochure in the bin. I’d

been with Pete for a decade and every

year since I’d known him, he got a big

annual bonus at his sales job.

Normally our salaries just about covered

rent, bills, food shopping and the odd

night out. But whenever the bonus

came in, we could 

always afford to book

a nice holiday. We’d

managed to go to Bali

and Thailand. But this

year, Pete wanted 

to use his bonus for

something else. A car

– and a stupid one at

that! I thought he’d

been joking when 

he’d showed me the ad for the second-

hand sports car he wanted. It was bright

red, a two-seater, and screamed ‘midlife

crisis’. But he was so excited by it – and

it was a real bargain. ‘But it’s small and

impractical’, I pointed out. ‘What if we

want to offer friends a lift? And look at

the boot – I’ll never get the weekly shop

in there’. But Pete wasn’t listening. He’d

already called the seller and his offer

had been accepted. Now all he had to

do was wait for the bonus money to

come through. I was fed up. I lived for

my yearly dose of sun, sea and time

away from it all. A couple of days later,

Pete was in the shower when his phone

rang. I didn’t answer it but afterwards I

noticed it was flashing with a message.

Worried it might be important, I listened

to it. It was the guy selling the car.

‘Hi Pete. Just wanted to check you’re

still interested… I’ve had another offer

so if I’ve not heard from you by the

end of the day, I’m afraid I’m going to

have to sell it’. My mind was racing.

If Pete didn’t call back, the car would

be gone... I thought. Taking a deep

breath, I deleted the message and the

missed call from the list. Next day,

Pete’s bonus landed in

his account. ‘Sports car

here I come!’ he said,

phoning the dealer. He

was grinning from ear to

ear. I scurried into the

next room, repressing

a pang of guilt, as I

overheard snippets of

the conversation. ‘You

sold it?’ Pete said. ‘But

I didn’t get a message’. Moments later,

he stormed in. ‘He’s gone and sold

the bloody car’, he fumed. ‘I’ll never

get one for that price!’ ‘Oh, I’m sorry,

love’, I said, giving him a hug. Pete was

close to tears and quiet for the rest

of the afternoon, but that evening as

we sat watching TV, he turned to me.

‘Let’s have another look at that travel

brochure’, he said. Smiling to myself, I

grabbed it out of the bin. ‘This place in

Fiji is affordable’, I said, pointing out a

gorgeous beachfront hotel. ‘All right,

book it’, he said.”

‘HE was 
furious, but 
my plan was 
working…’ – 
Jemma, 49

“I
CHECKED

test and t into

the bin with the rest

of them. ‘Another

negative’, I said to my husband, Chris. 

‘You really need to go and get checked 

out you know’.  

‘Let’s just give it more time’, he replied. 

We’d been trying to conceive for more 

than a year but had no luck. I’d recently 

had a few tests and it seemed everything 

was in working order. So the problem 

had to be with Chris. But no matter how 

much I nagged him, he wouldn’t go and 

get tested.  

‘It will happen when it’s meant to 

happen’, he’d say. Part of me could 

understand where he was coming from. 

I’d been taking the pill since I was 18 and 

my doctor had said it could take me some 

time to fall pregnant. But I was 37 and 

my biological clock was ticking… Loudly! 

And Chris’ being so relaxed about the 

whole thing was starting to get to me. 

Why couldn’t he understand I needed a 

baby now? 

I felt like I was 

starting to resent 

him for it and I 

knew my demands 

were driving 

him crazy, too. I 

couldn’t help but 

vent to my friend 

Mel about it one 

day. She had two 

beautiful kids and I 

adored them. ‘I’m 

seriously at the 

point where I feel like having a one-night 

stand and getting pregnant’, I told her. 

‘But then the baby might look nothing like 

Chris!’  

She laughed and thought for a moment. 

‘Just go and hit James up’, she said 

laughing. ‘You know he’d never knock 

you back’. As the two of us laughed 

uncontrollably, I couldn’t help but think 

it actually wasn’t such a bad idea. James 

was Chris’ younger brother and he’d had 

a crush on me since high school. He and 

James didn’t get on. He was single and 

till flirted with me like crazy every time

he saw me at a family event. And people

were always commenting on how much

they looked alike…

From that moment on I couldn’t get the 

idea out of my head. I got a shock when I 

bumped in to James when I was on a girls’ 

night out a few weeks later. With a few 

wines under my belt, I was feeling brave 

so I started flirting with him.  

‘Want to come back to my place for a 

nightcap?’ he asked. I knew I shouldn’t. 

It was the worst thing I could possibly 

do. Then I heard that clock ticking away. 

‘Just for one drink’, I told him. As soon 

as we arrived back at the flat, we both 

knew what was going to happen. I felt 

so guilty afterwards. Surprisingly, so did 

James, so we made a pact we’d never tell 

anyone our sordid secret and I got a cab 

straight home to Chris. But the following 

week, the same thing happened. We 

ended up sleeping together a few times. 

Each time, I felt terrible, but told myself I 

was doing it for the right reasons. I didn’t 

fancy James, so there was no danger I 

was going to fall 

for him. More than 

a year has passed 

since I cheated 

on my husband 

and I’m now the 

proud mother of a 

beautiful baby girl, 

Asher. Of course, I 

had mixed emotions 

when I discovered 

I was pregnant a 

month after I’d slept 

with James. I know the child is probably 

his. But Chris and I had been trying at 

the time, too, so I’ve convinced myself 

there is a chance he is Asher’s father. 

She does have his hazel eyes and dark 

hair. But that’s just like James, too. I must 

say though, Asher is the best thing that 

has ever happened to Chris and me. I 

feel closer to my husband than I have in 

years. I still feel incredibly guilty about 

sleeping with my brother-in-law but at 

the end of the day, it might have saved 

my marriage.”

‘MY biological 
clock was 
ticking… 
Loudly.’ – 
Nicola, 39

Psst!

You Did 
What?

 

addy?
You Sold It?’
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Cool Stuff SEE what’s cooking this
week in the tech world.

Instagram Adds Automatic
Text Translation
MOBILE app Instagram will soon be adding a feature where comments and captions

posted will be automatically translated into the user’s chosen language.

STOCKISTS: ISTORE: WWW.MYISTORE.CO.ZA WANTITALL: WWW.WANTITALL.CO.ZA YUPPIE GADGETS: WWW.YUPPIEGADGETS.COM

* Prices checked at time of going to 
print and are subject to change.

iKettle
Yuppie
Gadgets
THE world’s first Wi-Fi kettle that

features a simple one-touch setup

which allows you to instantly control

it from anywhere in the house with

your smartphone. Once boiled it’ll ask if

you’re ready or if you’d prefer to keep it warm for 

up to half an hour! The ultimate gadget for tea and 

coffee lovers!

Niall Horan
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Tech News

R3 500

BY LETITIA HEROLD

Tech News
Dropbox Adds New Sharing 
Features
FILE-HOSTING service Dropbox has added new features to its latest update. These 

include users being able to scan documents using the Dropbox mobile app.

HTC One M7 Gold 
Wantitall
MAKE a statement

with the ultra-

slim HTC One 

M7 Gold. The 

gold-finished 

device features 

a touch screen, 

5MPcamera and

18 hours of talk 

time. 

Bose 
SoundTouch 
10 Wireless 
Music System
iStore
THIS system lets you play your music 

wirelessly throughout your home. The 

compact and small design makes it 

easy to place anywhere, anytime and 

allows you to stream millions of songs 

from music services, Internet radio 

stations and your stored music library.

R5 184

R5 799
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The Finest Hours 
SET in February of 1952, The 

Finest Hours is about one of 

the worst storms in US history

which struck New England and

damaged an oil tanker off the 

coast of Cape Cod, ripping it in

half. On a small lifeboat faced 

with frigid temperatures and 

21m-high waves, four members

of the Coast Guard set out 

to rescue the more-than-30 

stranded sailors trapped aboard

the rapidly-sinking vessel. 

Starring Chris Pine, Casey 

Affleck and Ben Foster. The 

Finest Hours is available on DVD from retailers nationwide.

people’s guide to TV’s best

programmes of the week...
PICKS

TOP DStv

people 
searches the 

entertainment 
world to 
bring you 

highlights of 
the week.
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The Lady
In The Van
STARRING the legendary

Maggie Smith, The Lady In

The Van is based on Alan

Bennett’s autobiographical

play of the same name. It 

tells the true story of his

strained friendship with

Miss Mary Shepherd, a dotty 

and stubborn former nun, 

and now a transient woman 

of uncertain origins living

in her car. They form an unexpected bond after Shepherd

‘temporarily’ parks her van in Bennett’s London driveway 

 and proceeds to live there for 15 years. The Lady In The 

Van is available on DVD from retailers nationwide.

July 21 – 27

BY PEARL MPHUTHI

On The Case With 
Paula Zahn
JOIN popular American journalist Paula Zahn as she presents 

gripping accounts of investigations into murders most foul, 

interviewing both the families of the victims and the police who 

cracked the cases. Catch On The Case With Paula Zahn, Fridays 

at 21h00 on Crime And Investigation.



The Good Food
& Wine Show
PREPARE your palates because

this will knock your socks off! The

Good Food and Wine Show is South

Africa’s premier food and wine

event, touring Mzansi’s biggest 

cities  Cape Town, Durban and 

Johannesburg. This year is its 12th 

running and the show is all about 

featuring celeb chefs who’ll teach us a thing or two about 

polishing our cooking skills. The exhibition will also allow 

guests to discover, test out, and purchase the latest cooking 

gadgets and gourmet ingredients, all under one roof, as well 

as enjoy a wide selection of the finest goodies available! The 

Good Food & Wine Show will be held at Ticketpro Dome from

Friday, July 29 to Sunday, July 31 2016.

Car Hunters
IN a new premiere for

History, Car Hunters follows

individuals as they search to

buy their dream car. In each 

episode we follow a new 

buyer, aided by a friend or

family member, as they check out three unique vehicles and

hit the open road for a test drive. We share in the exhilaration

and deliberation as they try to decide which ride they will cruise

home in. Featured buyers include an empty nester who wants

to recapture his youth with a car from his glory days; a father 

and son duo who are on the hunt for a thrill ride to bond over;

a former correctional officer looking to kick off his retirement

in style by owning a classic convertible; and a life-long lover of

iconic low-riders who’s looking to finally buy one of his own.  

Car Hunters premieres July 21, 2016 at 19h40 on History.

Legends Of R&B
GOOD news! Big 

Concerts has confirmed

a brand new music

event, The Legends 

Of R&B, coming to

Johannesburg and Cape Town in July 2016!

It’ll feature legendary motown group, The

Manhattans with Gerald Alston and award-

winning R&B songstress Regina Belle. Fans will 

get to experience the performance in an intimate 

setting and will get to see these stars take you 

back with some of their greatest hits. The dates

are: Johannesburg July 21 23 at the Teatro at

Montecasino, and in Cape Town on July 24 at the

Grand Arena. Make sure to visit your nearest 

Computicket for more info.

Orange Is The New Black
GOLDEN GLOBE nominee Taylor

Schilling stars as Piper Chapman in

this critically acclaimed dramedy

that follows the adventures of a

30-something-year-old woman trying

to survive prison. Catch Orange Is

The New Black, Wednesdays at

21h00 on M-Net Edge.

My House, Your Money
A NEW series which follows

prospective homebuyers who are

turning to their families for financial

help. Catch My House, Your Money,

Mondays at 15h30 on The Home

Channel.

Untold Stories Of The ER
CATCH this fast-paced medical

series that blends re-enactments

of real emergency room cases

with comments by the actual

physicians and nurses involved in the

procedures. Catch Untold Stories Of

The ER, weekdays at 17h10 on Sony.

10 Over 10
A CONTROVERSIAL show that features

local celebs who discuss a particular

contentious topic. Catch 10 Over 10,

Mondays at 19h00 on Vuzu Amp.

Like A Boss
JOIN the busy life of a group of young

assistants looking to climb the ladder

in a demanding industry in Atlanta.

Catch Like A Boss, Saturdays at

19h00 on Vuzu Amp.

Long Lost Family
DAVINA MCCALL and Nicky

Campbell present a documentary

series which aims to reunite family

members after years of separation

and offers a lifeline for people who

are desperate to find long-lost

relatives. Catch Long Lost Family,

Sundays at 19h00 on ITV Choice.

Royal Pains
THIS drama series follows the

misadventures of doctor Hank, a rising

star in the New York City medical

community who has everything going

for him until he loses it all fighting

for the life of a patient. Catch Royal

Pains, Mondays at 20h00 on Sony.

Geordie 
Shore
JOIN the crazy life of these feisty lads and 

lasses as they show viewers that, for them, 

life in Britain is just one big party. Catch 

Geordie Shore, Tuesdays at 21h15 on MTV.

Atlanta 
Plastic
FOLLOW three of Atlanta’s top African

American plastic surgeons, who document 

the trials and tribulations of clients willing 

to go under the knife. Catch Atlanta Plastic, 

Wednesdays at 20h45 on Lifetime.
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“Success comes in so many different shapes &

sizes. I want it in each & every single way possible! 

Kevin Hart

“I’m not crazy, always been a lil strange though! 

Trying to talk to the birds.”  Jennifer Hudson

What?
You Said

YOUR backstage pass to the best movie and TV sets.Seen On Set

CELEBS HAVING THEIR SAY ON TWITTER…

PABI’S POWER FIX
MEDIA darling Pabi Moloi was spotted

behind the scenes of her show on popular

radio station Power FM. The newlywed 

beaut hosts Power Fix, a show that explores 

fabulous destinations and entertainment 

news. The name’s pretty apt, considering 

he 32-year-old is a fitness junkie who 

promotes healthy habits on social media. 

You can catch Pabi live on air every 

weekend on Power FM.

“Have you ever seen anyone so happy to eat a 

corndog?”  Kelly Osbourne

INSIDE INSIDER
SPOTTED on the set of SABC 1’s Mzansi Insider was the 

vibrant pair that keeps things going! Presenters Rorisang 

Thandekiso and Katleho Sinivasan were spotted behind the 

scenes, prepping for their lifestyle show. Mzansi Insider is a 

youth show that tackles broad magazine and entertainment 

content, perfectly pitched for a relaxed morning. Make 

sure to catch Season Five of Mzansi Insider, Saturdays and 

Sundays at 10h00 on SABC 1.

PEARL’S SYNCING FEELING
WELL, we always suspected there was a certain degree

of pleasure to be got from presenting, but

honestly, that smile of Pearl Thusi’s could

give Julia Roberts’ a run for its money!

The Metro FM personality co-hosts Lip 

Sync Battle Africa alongside Nigerian 

singer D’banj and was snapped during a

show (can we please just take a moment

to appreciate that banging bod!), which,

in case you weren’t familiar with the 

concept, features celebs going head to head in

the much admired art that is lip syncing.  

Catch Lip Sync Battle Africa, Thursdays at 20h50 on MTV.

FUN

FACT

PEARL THUSI was

first princess on Miss 

South Africa 

Teen.

FUN

FACT

RORISANG is the 

lead singer

of local group

Muzart. FUN

FACT

PABI started 

presenting at the 

tender age of 12.
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On The Box This Week

BY EL BROIDE

NEWS and views from the world of 
reality television.

Reality Bites
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K. Michelle: My Life,
Mondays At 18h30 On
Vuzu Amp
WE’RE partying big this week as K. Michelle 

celebrates her birthday with an epic bash. But, 

she is surprised when her family arrives for the 

occasion as well. 

Ladies Of London, Saturdays
At 19h35 On Vuzu
TENSIONS are high between Marissa and Caroline 

after Marissa insulted her for dating a younger man. 

Julie and the girls head out on a shooting weekend 

and, as expected, things don’t go according to plan.

WAGS, Sundays At  
22h00 on E!
THIS show takes an inside look at the wives 

and girlfriends of sports stars. This week, 

Olivia reveals to Tia that her boyfriend isn’t 

as trustworthy as she thought…

Maddie Ziegler On Her Dance Moms Exit
IF you’ve been watching Abby Lee Miller’s hit reality show Dance Moms, you’ll

know about its breakout star, Maddie Ziegler. She has been the star of the show

for six seasons and has made a name for herself outside the show as the official

dancer in Sia’s recent music videos. Now, as she heads on tour and records

more videos with Sia, Maddie has decided to leave the show – and she’s so

excited about her new chapter. “Now, I feel like I’m so free,” Maddie exclaims.

“It was getting too stressful. I feel like I had so much more pressure on me to

be the best in the room.” In fact, a source close to Abby says that the coach

opened her own studio in Los Angeles to keep up with Maddie’s career and

help her expand her reach there. Maddie and Abby had their ups and downs

on the show but the dancer explains that Abby is ‘exactly how she is on the

show’, adding, “But the thing that I like about her most is she can actually be

funny sometimes. And she wanted me to be good.” Maddie adds that one of

the main reasons she has decided to leave the show is because she wants a bit

more privacy, admitting that many Internet trolls often take a jab at her, leaving

her confused. “I’ve come to realise now that people just do it because they want

attention,” she dismisses. Yet, she still doesn’t understand why people take the

show so personally. “One person would be hating on me, and then another girl

would get into a fight with her on my page!” she shares. “I’m just like, ‘What the

heck? Why do people do this’?” We’ll definitely miss her on the show but we 

know this is the right step for her.

Kris Packing On The Kilos?
KRIS JENNER is sure feeling the stress at the moment. Not 

only is she busy planning a wedding for Rob and his new 

fiancé and baby mama Blac Chyna, but she’s also going to 

be a grandmother again in just a few short months. Then, 

she still has the stress from all her other kids, former spouse 

Caitlyn Jenner and keeping her relationship with Corey

Gamble alive. So, it’s no surprise that Kris is struggling to

keep up. However, in true Kris Jenner fashion, the momager 

is finding a way to make money from the extra weight she 

has packed on in the previous months. Kris, who weighs 

around 82kg at the moment, is set to lose the weight but is

looking for a sponsor to jump on board her journey while

she pockets some extra dough. “Instead of going on a diet, 

she gained even more in the hope of making some serious 

cash,” a source close to Kris says. The reality star has already 

met with a few companies and is asking for a staggering R30-

million for the endorsement. Naturally, being the good sport 

that she is, Kris also offered to add on a few extra kilos if need be. Kris is pretty 

confident she can strike a deal — and she could do with a little help to get back 

into shape anyway,” the source adds. Well, if not, why not? 

Howie And Simon Butt  

Heads On AGT Set
IT’S one of the biggest reality shows in the world so we’re

not surprised that there is some tension behind the scenes

at America’s Got Talent. However, the tension got so bad 

that fan-favourite Howie Mandel has decided not to join 

the panel for the show’s next season – and it’s all Simon 

Cowell’s fault! Simon, reportedly, ‘makes no bones about 

the fact that he thinks Howie is an idiot’, says a source.

“There’s a lot of tension, with Howie complaining that

he’s the only American judge and that Simon is a jerk to

everyone.” Now, Howie reveals that his time on set was so unbearable that he

couldn’t put himself through another season with Simon. In a recent interview

on The Ellen DeGeneres Show, Howie recalls how Simon used to give him back-

handed compliments. He reveals that Simon once told him, “‘You know what I

like about you, darling? People think I’m weird, but you’re even weirder’.” Also, 

the show’s official poster reveals who the network really thinks is the star of the 

show. “Simon is front and centre, and Howie’s smaller and as far off to the side 

as he can be,” the source says. Yikes… The claws have really come out.
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Off The Record With...
WE chat to musicians making waves in the
music scene!

This Is Acting
Sia

SHE’S one of the greatest

songwriters and vocalists

around Sia shakes things

up as she releases an

album of songs she wrote

smash hits Alive and Cheap Thrills. Parts of this album

Sia really

is. A good few of the tracks are almost like poetry and

impressive. Sia’s vocals are stronger than ever. While

there is a clear theme throughout the record and there

is a reason why each song is included. Having said all 

this, however, a large part of the album kind of makes 

it clear why these songs were rejected. This makes the 

whole thing rather messy and, unfortunately, we really 

didn’t feel this record.  

El’s Favourite Track: Cheap Thrills

I Want To Know
What Love Is: The
Ballads
Foreigner

AMERICAN rock band

Foreigner has given us

some incredible music

throughout the years

but the band is trying

hits record. On I Want To Know What Love Is: The

Ballads

their sweetest love songs on one album. Naturally,

such as , Double Vision and

which was

recorded at the Dornier Museum in Germany on July

31, 2013 – a previously unreleased concert. If you’re 

a fan of the band, this album is a must-have in your 

El’s Favourite Track: I Want To Know What Love Is

My Hart Bly In ’n 
Taal
Refentse

LOCAL singer Refentse is

new to the Afrikaans scene 

but has already made a 

strong impact with his new 

album My Hart Bly In ’n

Taal. Refentse has always

been proud of the Afrikaans language, so when it

came to recording an album, singing in Afrikaans

was the obvious choice for him. Refentse has a

strong voice and it’s one that the Afrikaans music

strong and he can carry a note. However, we were 

covers. There are two original tracks and the rest

Valiant Swart, Steve 

Hofmeyr and a medley of tracks from Laurika Rauch 

and Koos du Plessis

to who Refentse

excited to hear more. 

El’s Favourite Track: Baby Wat Eet Ons Vanaand?

S
HE’S one of the most

exciting new voices in

the local pop space at the

moment and it seems Carli

J Myers’ career is ready to soar. She has

just dropped her brand new single, Walls,

which sees her take a different step

artistically – and we love it. We caught

up with the singer and discussed the new

track, her support group and the future.

You’ve just dropped your new single, Walls.

What inspired the song?

Walls was inspired by certain people in my

life who have shown immense strength,

courage and perseverance. I wanted to

write a song that spoke to the big and

small struggles each of us experiences,

which affect our positivity and attitude

toward the way we live our lives. We all

find ourselves in situations where we feel

stunted in our progression forwards and

need to find our internal voice that says

‘we can’ in order to achieve.

Each of your singles has been so

different from the other. How important is

diversification in your music?

I think it is important for an artist to be

recognisable in their sound whilst ensuring

that that sound does not become too

stagnated and predictable. Generally I

am inspired by a myriad of styles and

genres as well as working with different

songwriters and producers. I think the

diversification one may hear in my music

is an honest and sincere reflection of my

numerous influences and of my allowing

myself to explore those inspirations.

How does a song come together?

Songs come together in various ways. For

me, I enjoy the process of collaboration 

as it brings diversity to the song-writing 

process. There is no formula to song 

writing but essentially a song is inspired 

by strong emotion arising from any

number of things such as love, sadness, a

memorable event or even fantasy.

Your fanbase has been growing day by day.

How does it feel having such a supportive

group of people behind you?

Fantastic! I love and appreciate each and

every ‘follow’, ‘like’, tweet, comment,

‘share’, and message I receive. To know

that my music is reaching people, who are

enjoying it enough to get in touch with me

and let others know about it, is the biggest

compliment and provides me with great

encouragement. To have a growing fan

base is a dream come true as it allows me

to continue doing what I love most.

You recently worked on new music in

America. Tell us more about that.

Yes, I worked with composer and producer

L.E Doug Staiman in Los Angeles, which

was such an enriching experience! We

wrote new music together and recorded

a couple tracks too! Walls is one of

those! It was wonderful to be afforded

the opportunity to head to Los Angeles

to do what I love. Travelling to and from

the studio in the Los Angeles traffic each

day also gave me a chance to explore the

U.S. radio airwaves, which was awesome

because besides being able to tune in to

some of Ryan Seacrest’s shows, I also got

to sing along on the top of my voice to all

my favourite tunes! The music industry

in LA is inspiring and has really motivated

me.

What else are you getting up to in the next

couple of months?

Besides completing my internship which

will allow me to become registered as an

industrial psychologist, I will still be writing 

and recording new music, performing in 

and around Joburg and my website will be 

launching soon!

BY EL BROIDE Carli J 
Myers
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06:00 Hotel
Transylvania 2

09:00 The Voice
(Omnibus)

13:00 The Reef 2:
High Tide

14:00 Elementary
15:00 Elementary
16:00 The Blacklist
17:00 Hawaii Five-O
18:00 The Odd Couple
18:30 Last Man

Standing
19:30 2 Broke Girls
20:00 Nashville
21:00 Containment
22:00 Mysteries Of

Laura
23:00 The Catch
00:05 Nightcrawler
01:40 Caught On

Camera
03:20 Kill The

Messenger
05:00 The Age Of

Adaline

06:00 Carte Blanche
07:00 Modern Family
07:30 Blue Blood
08:30 Limitless
09:30 The

Disappearance
Of Eleanor Rigby

11:30 Mom
12:00 Ellen’s Design

Challenge
13:00 Little Big Shots
14:00 The Good Wife
15:00 Blindspot
16:00 The Last Ship
17:00 The Ellen

DeGeneres Show
18:00 The Goldbergs
18:30 Little Big Shots
19:30 My Story
20:30 Agent X
21:30 Code Black
22:30 Carte Blanche
23:15 NCIS
00:20 Lovesick
02:55 Entertainment

Now
03:30 The Forger

06:00 The Ellen
DeGeneres Show

07:00 The Muppets
07:30 Zoo
08:30 My Story
09:30 The Good Wife
10:30 The Last Ship
11:30 The Middle
12:00 The Ellen

DeGeneres Show
13:00 Little Big Shots
14:00 The Voice SA
16:00 My Story
17:00 The Ellen

DeGeneres Show
18:00 Mom
18:30 Little Big Shots
19:30 NCIS
20:30 Hawaii Five-O
21:30 Elementary
22:30 The Catch
23:30 Containment
00:55 Chop Shop
03:05 Unfriended
05:00 The Voice

06:00 The Ellen
DeGeneres Show

07:00 The Goldbergs
07:30 The Last Ship
08:30 My Story
09:30 Hotel

Transylvania
11:30 2 Broke Girls
12:00 The Ellen

DeGeneres Show
13:00 Little Big Shots
14:00 Chicago PD
15:00 Code Black
16:00 Chicago Med
17:00 The Ellen

DeGeneres Show
18:00 The Middle
18:30 Britain’s Got

Talent
19:30 Modern Family
20:30 Blindspot
21:30 American Crime
22:30 Suits
23:50 Hawaii Five-O
01:05 Venus In Fur
03:10 Her Own Justice
05:00 The Voice

07:00 The Ellen
DeGeneres Show
(Omnibus)

11:00 The Voice SA
13:00 My Story
14:30 Suits
15:15 Chicago Med
16:00 Modern Family
16:30 My Story
17:30 The Voice SA
19:00 Carte Blanche
20:05 Wild Card
21:45 The Catch
23:45 A Most Violent

Year
01:35 Entertainment

Now
03:30 An Enemy
03:55 A Royal Night Out

06:00 The Ellen
DeGeneres Show

07:00 The Middle
07:30 Criminal Minds
08:30 Chicago Med
09:30 Barely Lethal
11:30 The Odd Couple
12:00 The Ellen

DeGeneres Show
13:00 Little Big Shots
14:00 Carte Blanche
15:00 Blindspot
16:00 Modern Family
16:30 The Big Bang

Theory
17:00 The Ellen

DeGeneres Show
18:00 2 Broke Girls
18:30 Little Big Shots
19:30 Suits
20:30 Blue Bloods
21:30 Criminal Minds
22:30 Containment
23:55 The Forger
02:20 Lovesick
03:15 Odd Thomas
05:00 The Voice

05:00 Geleza Nathi
06:00 Siyakholwa
06:30 Bonisanani
07:00 Carl
07:30 YO.TV
08:00 YO.TV
08:15 YO.TV
08:30 Matt Hatter

Chronicles
09:00 Gospel Gold
10:00 Mzansi Insider
11:00 Identity
11:30 The Chatroom
12:00 Big Up
12:30 Uzalo
14:00 Real Goboza
14:30 Soccer Build-Up
15:00 Laduma
17:30 Kulcha Kwest
18:00 Sunday Live
19:00 News
19:30 Sokhulu And

Partners
20:00 TBA
22:30 Zaziwa
23:00 Gospel Gold
00:00 Koze Kuse

05:00 Aum
05:02 Geleza Nathi
06:00 Kids News &

Current Affairs
06:30 YO.TV Paws And

Claws
07:00 YO.TV
07:15 YO.TV Ilitha Lethu
07:30 Takalani Sesame
08:00 The Bold And

The Beautiful
08:30 Isidingo
09:00 Generations:

The Legacy R

09:30 Muvhango
10:00 Skeem Saam R

10:30 City Ses’la
11:00 Shift
12:00 Yilungelo Lakho
13:00 Lunchtime News
13:30 Making Moves
14:30 Matt Hatter

Chronicles
15:00 YO.TV
16:00 Teenagers On A

Mission
16:30 Celebrated
17:30 News
18:00 Now Or Never
18:30 Skeem Saam
9:30 Ses’Top La
0:00 Generations:

The Legacy
0:30 Uzalo
1:00 Soccer Zone
2:00 Afripedia
2:30 100% Youth
3:00 Shift
0:00 Koze Kuse

05:02 Geleza Nathi
06:00 Kids News &

Current Affairs
06:30 YO.TV
06:45 YO.TV
07:00 YO.TV
07:15 YO.TV Ilitha Lethu
07:30 Takalani Sesame
08:00 The Bold And

The Beautiful
08:30 Isidingo
09:00 Generations:

The Legacy R

09:30 Muvhango
10:00 Skeem Saam R

10:30 City Ses’la
11:00 Nyan Nyan
11:30 Selimathunzi
12:00 Khumbul’ekhaya
13:00 Lunchtime News
13:30 Most Dangerous
14:30 Sugar Rushed
15:00 YO.TV
16:00 Bona Retsang
16:30 My World
17:30 News
18:00 Mokapelo
18:30 Skeem Saam
19:00 News
19:30 Ses’Top La
20:00 Generations:

The Legacy
20:30 Uzalo
21:00 Khumbul’ekhaya
22:00 Sports @ 10
23:00 Soccer

06:00 Kids News &
Current Affairs

06:30 YO.TV
07:00 YO.TV Land
07:15 YO.TV Ilitha Lethu
07:30 Takalani Sesame
08:00 The Bold And

The Beautiful
08:30 Isidingo
09:00 Generations:

The Legacy R

09:30 Muvhango
10:00 Skeem Saam R

10:30 City Ses’la
11:00 Chatroom
11:30 100% Youth First
12:00 Sports @ 10
13:00 Lunchtime News
13:30 Fan Base
14:00 Zaziwa
14:30 Wolverine And

The X-Men
15:00 YO.TV
16:00 Bona Retsang
16:30 My World
17:30 News (Siswati/

Ndebele)
18:00 Ayashisa
18:30 Skeem Saam
19:00 News
19:30 Zaziwa
20:00 Generations:

The Legacy
20:30 Mfolozi Street
21:00 Local IKB
21:30 Cutting Edge
22:00 When We Were

Black
23:00 Ispani
0000 Koze Kuse

05:00 Reflections Of
Faith

05:02 Geleza Nathi
06:00 Kids News &

Current Affairs
06:30 Sports Buzz
07:00 YO.TV
07:15 YO.TV Ilitha Lethu
07:30 Takalani Sesame
08:00 The Bold And

The Beautiful
08:30 Isidingo
09:00 Generations:

The Legacy R

09:30 Muvhango
10:00 Skeem Saam R

10:30 City Ses’la
11:00 Cutting Edge
11:30 Mokapelo
12:00 Imizwilili
13:00 Lunchtime News
13:30 Yilungelo Lakho
14:30 Matt Hatter

Chronicles
15:00 YO.TV
16:00 Bona Retsang
16:30 Celebrated
16:59 Centre Stage
18:00 Fan Base
18:30 Skeem Saam
19:00 News
19:30 Live Amp
20:00 Generations:

The Legacy
20:30 Dream World
21:00 Urban Music
22:00 Skl Urban
23:00 Sunday Chillas
00:00 Koze Kuse

06:00 The Ellen
DeGeneres Show

07:00 Modern Family
07:25 Blindspot
08:30 Limitless
09:30 On Angel’s Wings
11:30 Last Man

Standing
12:00 The Ellen

DeGeneres Show
13:00 The Voice
14:00 Criminal Minds
15:00 Royal Pains
16:00 Elemetary
17:00 The Ellen

DeGeneres Show
18:00 Dr Ken
18:30 Mysteries Of

Laura
20:30 NCIS Los Angeles
21:30 Containment
22:30 Mission:

Impossible –
Rogue Nation

00:15 Entertainment
Now

02:25 Decommissioned
03:00 Pitch Perfect 2

05:00 Izwi La Bantu
05:02 Geleza Nathi
06:00 Kids News &

Current Affairs
06:30 YO.TV Zenzele
07:00 YO.TV
07:15 YO.TV Ilitha Lethu
07:30 Takalani Sesame
08:00 The Bold And

The Beautiful
08:30 Isidingo
09:00 Generations:

The Legacy R

09:30 Muvhango
10:00 Skeem Saam R

10:30 City Ses’la
11:00 Shift
12:00 Soccer Zone
13:00 Lunchtime News
13:30 Ispani
14:30 Virus Attack
15:00 YO.TV
16:00 Teenagers On A

Mission
16:30 Celebrated
17:30 News
18:00 Nyan Nyan
18:30 Skeem Saam
19:00 News
19:30 Selimathunzi
20:00 Generations:

The Legacy
20:30 Uzalo
21:00 Take Me Out
22:00 Making Moves
2300 Shift
00:00 Koze Kuse

SynopsisFun Fact

05:00 Geleza Nathi
06:00 African Spiritual

Realms
06:30 Siyakholwa
07:00 Carl
07:30 YO.TV Mmino 

Mania
08:00 YO.TV What’s In

The Fridge
08:15 YO.TV Yo Hambo
08:30 Matt Hatter 

Chronicles
09:00 Mzansi Insider
10:00 Generations: The

Legacy (Omnibus)
12:30 Imizwilili
13:30 Sport Magazine
14:00 Soccer 411
15:00 Soccer Build-Up
15:30 Laduma Live 

Soccer
17:30 Roots
18:00 Friends Like 

These
19:00 News
19:30 Real Goboza
20:00 Soccer Build-Up
20:15 Soccer
22:30 Skyroom Live
23:30 Zaziwa
00:00 Koze Kuse

Nightcrawler

IN the scene when Jake Gyllenhaal

talks to himself in a mirror, he

reportedly got so into the scene that

he broke the mirror, cutting his hand.

He had to go to the hospital for 14

stitches.

The Forger

STARRING John Travolta in the titular role,

this film follows an art forger who manages

to secure himself an early release from prison

so that he can spend time with his dying son.

However, the man who made his freedom

possible needs him to do one final forgery...

18
19
2

2
21
2
2
2
0

Top Pick This Week

Wild Card

Fan Base

Top Pick This 

Week

SCHEDULES | M-NetJuly 21 – 27

SCHEDULES | SABC 1July 21 – 27
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05:30 Living Land
06:00 Thabang

Thabong
06:30 Inside The

Boabab Tree
07:00 Morning Live
08:30 House Call
09:30 Thukuta
10:00 Athletics Alive
10:30 Swimming

Magazine
11:00 Naruto
13:00 Family Time
13:30 Muvhango

(Omnibus)
16:00 Magic Door
18:00 Right To Win
18:30 News
19:00 Ke Ba Bolleletse
21:30 Afro Café
22:00 Orion
23:00 Smallville
00:30 News
03:00 Your World

06:00 Thabang Thabong
06:30 Hug A Tree
07:00 Morning Live
08:30 Simcha
09:00 Issues Of Faith
10:00 Music And The

Spoken Word
10:30 Psalted
11:00 Showville
12:00 Musiek Roulette
13:00 Pasella
14:30 7de Laan

(Omnibus)
17:00 Smallville
18:00 News
18:30 Fokus
19:30 Skwizas
20:00 It’s Gospel Time
21:00 Marion Jones
22:00 Person Of Interest
23:00 Vampire Diaries
00:00 News

05:30 Living Land
05:57 Motheo
06:00 Morning Live
08:00 Parliament:

A View From
The House

08:30 Magical World Of
Luna-Belle

09:15 Magical World Of
Luna-Belle

09:30 Moonbeam Bear
And His Friends

10:00 Takalani Sesame
10:30 Rand With Sense
11:30 Dr Phil
12:30 Keletso
13:00 Lies That Blind
13:30 7de Laan R

14:00 Stokvel
14:30 Mali
15:00 Skeem Saam
15:30 48 Hours
16:00 Hectic Nine-9
17:00 Naruto
17:30 News (Venda/

Tsonga)
:00 Election Debate
:30 News
:00 7de Laan
:30 Nuus
0:00 Person Of

Interest
1:00 Muvhango
1:30 Skwizas
2:00 Even Money
0:00 Healing Power Of

Nature
1:00 Mali
2:00 Deutsche Welle

05:30 Living Land
06:00 Morning Live
08:00 Parliament:

A View From
The House

09:00 Rivoningo
09:30 Inside The

Baobab
10:00 Foreign Children
10:30 Talk SA
11:00 Golden Years
11:30 Gospel Classics
12:30 Mmampodi
13:00 Lies That Bind
13:30 7de Laan R

14:00 Uzalo
14:30 Skeem Saam
15:00 Muvhango R

15:30 How Do They Do
that?

16:00 Hectic Nine-9
17:00 Naruto
17:30 News (Venda/

Tsonga)
18:00 Election Debate
18:30 News
19:00 7de Laan
19:30 Nuus
20:00 Erfsondes
21:00 Muvhango
21:30 It’s Gospel Time
22:30 Gospel Classsics
23:30 Ngula Ya Vutivi
00:00 Primetime News
01:00 Your World
05:30 Deutsche Welle

05:30 Breaking New
Ground

06:00 Morning Live
08:00 Parliament:

A View From
The House

09:00 Rivoningo
09:30 Inside The

Boabab
10:00 64 Zoo Lane
10:30 It’s For Life
11:00 3 2 1 Destination
11:30 Shoreline
12:30 Hester En Ester

Bester
13:00 Lies That Bind
13:30 7de Laan R

14:00 Uzalo
14:30 Skeem Saam
15:00 Muvhango R

15:30 Huga Tree Tv
16:00 Hectic Nine-9
17:00 Naruto
17:30 News (Venda/

Tsonga)
18:00 News
18:30 7de Laan
19:00 Nuus
19:30 News
20:00 Hester En Ester 

Bester
20:30 Mooiloop
21:00 Muvhango
21:30 Thola
22:00 Afro Café
23:00 Shoreline
00:00 News
02:00 Your World

05:00 Informercials
05:30 Living Land
05:57 Motheo
06:00 Morning Live
08:00 Parliament:

A View From
The House

09:00 Inside The
Baobab Tree

09:30 Moonbeam Bear
And His Friends

10:00 Foreign Children
10:30 Each One Teach
11:30 Afro Café
12:30 The Ricky Smiley

Show
13:00 Lies That Bind
13:30 7de Laan R

14:00 Uzalo
14:30 Skeem Saam
15:00 Muvhango R

15:30 Word And
Numbers

16:00 Hectic Nine-9
17:00 Naruto
17:30 News (Venda/

Tsonga)
18:00 Leihlo La

Sechaba
18:30 7de Laan
19:00 Nuus
19:30 News
20:00 The Jamie Foxx

Show
20:30 La Familia
21:00 Muvhango
21:30 Speak Out
22:00 When Duty Calls
22:30 Snapped Killer

Couples
23:30 Afro Café
00:30 News
02:30 Your World

05:30 Living Land
06:00 Morning Live
08:00 Parliament:  

A View From
The House

09:00 Inside The
Baobab Tree

09:30 Tree Fu Tom
10:00 Foreign Children
10:30 Supernanny
11:00 Mother Of All

Professions
11:30 The Jamie Foxx

Show
12:30 Living Land

Mom’molemi
13:00 Lies That Bind
13:30 7de Laan R

14:00 Speak Out
14:30 Skeem Saam
15:00 Muvhango R

15:30 Restyle Mystyle
16:00 Hectic Nine-9
17:00 iCarly
17:30 News (Venda/

Tsonga)
18:00 Pasella
18:30 7de Laan
19:00 Nuus
19:30 News
20:00 Musiek Roulette
21:00 Muvhango
21:30 Keletso
22:00 Mmampodi
22:30 Boxing Magazine
23:00 Vampire Diaries
00:00 Primetime News
00:30 Your World

 Top Pick This Week

05:00 AM Shopping
05:30 Kiddies
06:00 Expresso
08:30 The Real
09:30 Days Of Our Lives
10:30 Interface
11:00 Isidingo R

11:30 7de Laan
12:00 Tropical Heat
13:00 News
14:00 Hypoxia
15:00 Extreme

Makeover Home
Edition

16:00 Afternoon
Express

17:00 TBA
18:00 TBA
18:30 News
19:00 Isidingo
19:30 High Rollers
20:00 The Office
20:30 TBA
21:30 TBA
22:00 TBA
23:00 Louis Theroux
01:00 Tropical Heat
02:00 Deutsche Welle

05:30 Kiddies
06:00 Expresso
08:30 The Real
09:30 TBA
10:30 High Rollers
11:00 Isidingo R

11:30 7de Laan
12:00 Relic Hunter
13:00 News
14:00 Interface
14:30 Curtain Call
15:00 Hair Battle
16:00 Afternoon

Express
17:00 TBA
18:00 TBA
18:30 News
19:00 Isidingo
19:30 High Rollers
20:00 TBA
21:00 Nikita
22:00 Botched
23:00 TBA
00:00 Relic Hunter
01:00 The Meredith

Vieira Show
02:00 Deutsche Welle

05:00 AM Shopping
05:30 Kiddies
06:00 Expresso
08:30 The Real
09:30 TBA
10:30 High Rollers
11:00 Isidingo R

11:30 7de Laan
12:00 SWAT
13:00 News
1400 The Meredith

Vieira Show
15:00 First Class All

The Way
16:00 Afternoon 

Express
17:00 TBA
18:00 TBA
18:30 News
19:00 Isidingo
19:30 High Rollers
20:00 TBA
21:00 Humans
22:00 Man Made 

Marvels Of The 
New SA

23:00 TBA
00:00 SWAT
01:00 The Meredith 

Vieira Show
2:00  Deutsche Welle

05:00 AM Shopping
05:30 Snazzy Stories
06:00 Expresso
08:30 The Real
09:30 TBA
10:30 High Rollers
11:00 Isidingo R

11:30 7de Laan
12:00 Charlie’s Angels
13:00 News
14:00 The Meredith

Vieira Show
15:00 The Fashion

Show
16:00 Afternoon 

Express
17:00 TBA
18:00 The Bold And  

The Beautiful
18:30 News
19:00 Isidingo
19:30 Top Billing
20:30 Lorraine 

Last Minute
Christmas

21:00 Food, Booze And
Tattoos

21:30 TBA
22:30 Manuscripts Of

Timbuktu
00:00 Charlie’s Angels
01:00 The Meredith

Viera Show
02:00 Deutsche Welle
03:00 Top Billing R

05:00 AM Shopping
05:30 Snazzy Stories
06:00 Expresso
08:30 The Real
09:30 TBA
10:30 Curtain Calls
11:00 Isidingo R

11:30 7de Laan
12:00 Starsky & Hutch
13:00 News
14:00 Hair Battle
15:00 Whose Wedding

Is It Anyway?
16:00 Afternoon 

Express
17:00 TBA
18:00 TBA
18:30 News
19:00 Isidingo
19:30 Take It Out
20:30 TBA
21:30 Club Culture
22:30 Nikita
23:25 Sports Wrap
23:30 2 Broke Girls
00:00 TBA
01:00 The Meredith

Vieira Show
02:00 Deutsche Welle

05:00 AM Shopping
06:00 Bush Babies
06:32 Fun Factory
07:00 Phineas And Ferb
07:30 Fudge
08:00 Huga Tree
08:30 Rough It out
09:00 Challenge
09:30 Which way
10:00 Avatar
10:30 Snake Park
11:00 Wizards Of

Waverly Place
11:30 Scout’s Safari
12:00 Dtv
12:30 Fashion Hunters
13:00 First Class All The

Way
15:00 Whose Wedding

Is It Anyway?
16:00 Neil Anthony

Private Chef
17:00 Top Chef All-Stars
18:00 Jam Sandwich
18:30 News
19:00 Fired Up
21:00 TBA
23:30 TBA
00:30 End Game
01:30 An Nur
02:00 The Real

05:00 AM Shopping
06:00 Arthur
06:30 Sadhana
06:33 Thundercats
07:03 I Am A Work

Of Art
07:30 Imagination

Movers
08:00 On Track
08:30 Jakkals
09:00 Wannabe Young 

Designers
09:30 Made In SA
10:00 Technorati
10:30 Isidingo R

12:30 Top Billing
13:30 TBA
14:30 Alice Through 

The Looking
Glass

16:30 Lorraine Pascale
17:00 Food, Booze And

Tattoos
17:30 Secrets Of Nature
18:30 News
19:00 Interface
19:30 Hypoxia
20:30 Special

Assignment
21:00 Louis Theroux
22:00 Classic Car Show
23:00 TBA
00:00 Club Culture
01:00 TBA

Uzalo

Top Pick This Week

High Rollers
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THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY

05:00 Medical
Detectives

05:30 Infomercials
06:00 The Planet’s

Funniest Animals
06:35 Cool Catz
07:00 Quiz Time
07:05 Cool Catz
07:30 Everything’s

Rosie
07:45 Fireman Sam
08:00 Julius Jr
08:30 SpongeBob

SquarePants
09:00 Sistahood
09:30 Scandal!

(Omnibus)
11:30 Court Date
12:00 e-Shibobo
13:00 Club 808: Make

Some Noise
14:00 In The Mix
14:55 City Slickers
17:00 WWE

Smackdown
18:00 e-News Early

Edition
18:05 Reality Check
18:30 B&B
19:00 e-News Prime

Time
19:30 Mr Bones
21:40 Kill Bill: Volume 1
00:00 Mr Bones
02:00 Kill Bill: Volume 1
04:15 e-Shibobo

05:00 Life By Design
05:30 e-News Sunrise
06:00 e-News Sunrise
08:00 e-News Sunrise
08:30 Infomercials
09:00 Rhythm City
09:30 Scandal!
09:00 Rhythm City
09:30 Scandal!
10:00 Hush
10:30 The Young And

The Restless
11:30 eKasi: Our

Stories
12:30 Backstage
13:00 News Day 2015
13:30 WWE NXT
14:30 Diary Of A Wimpy

Kid: Rodrick
Rules

15:50 Frenzy
16:30 TBA
17:30 Just For Laughs
18:00 Club 808: Make

Some Noise
18:30 e-News Prime

Time
19:00 Rhythm City
19:30 Scandal!
20:00 Gold Diggers
20:30 Under Siege 2
22:35 Brothers In Arms
00:55 Out Of The Ashes
02:35 Planet’s Funniest

Animals

05:00 Infomercials
05:30 Joseph Prince

New Creation
Church TV

06:00 Die Woord
06:30 Creflo Dollar
07:00 Grassroots
07:30 Hillsong

When Faith Talks
08:00 Quiz Time
08:05 Cool Catz
08:30 Kung Fu Panda

Shifu’s Ex
09:00 Max Steel
09:30 Shiz Niz
10:00 Behind The

Gospel
11:00 Blood, Sweat And

Heels
12:00 The Perfect Ace
13:00 Fly Away Home
14:55 Braxton Family

Values
15:55 Sinawe
16:00 SA’s Got Talent
17:00 WWE Raw
18:00 Trapped
19:00 e-News Prime

Time
19:30 Modern Family
20:00 Pacific Rim
22:50 The Power Of

One
00:40 Tom White
02:20 The Wild Girl

Synopsis

05:00 Creflo Dollar
05:30 e-News Sunrise
06:00 e-News Sunrise
08:00 e-News Sunrise
08:30 Infomercials
09:00 Rhythm City
09:30 Scandal!
10:00 e-Shibobo
10:30 The Young And

The Restless
11:30 Great Expectations
12:00 Checkpoint
12:30 Backstage
13:00 News Day 2015
13:30 WWE Superstars
14:30 Peppa Pig
14:35 Cool Catz
15:00 Everything’s Rosie
15:15 Fireman Sam
15:30 Transformers:

Beast Machines
16:00 Sistahood
16:30 The Steve Harvey

Show
17:30 Katch It With

Khanyi
18:00 Shikisha
18:30 e-News Prime

Time
19:00 Rhythm City
19:30 Scandal!
20:00 Ashes To Ashes
20:30 Devious Maids
21:30 Umlilo
22:00 Last Fighter

Standing
00:20 Never Let Me Go
02:35 Hybrid

05:00 Hillsong
05:30 e-News Sunrise
06:00 e-News Sunrise
08:00 e-News Sunrise
08:30 Infomercials
09:00 Rhythm City
09:30 Scandal!
10:00 Katch It With

Khanyi
10:30 The Young And

The Restless
11:30 Great

Expectations
12:30 Backstage
13:00 News Day
13:30 WWE Experience
14:30 Quiz Time
14:35 Cool Catz
15:00 Julius JR
15:30 Pokémon
16:00 Shiz Niz
16:30 The Steve Harvey

Show
17:30 Ekse Zwakala
18:00 Turn Up And

Dance
18:30 e-News Prime

Time
19:00 Rhythm City
19:30 Scandal!
20:00 Gold Diggers
20:30 She’s The One
21:00 Powerball Draw
21:05 Matatiele
21:35 Z’bondiwe
22:05 Checkpoint
22:35 Bloodworth
00:25 In The Spider’s

Web
02:25 Bloodworth
04:15 Hollywood On Set
04:45 Planet’s Funniest

Animals

05:00 Die Woord
05:30 e-News Sunrise
06:00 e-News Sunrise
08:00 e-News Sunrise
08:30 Infomercials
09:00 Rhythm City
09:30 Scandal!
10:00 Ekse Zwakala
10:30 The Young And 

The Restless
11:30 Supernanny
12:30 Backstage
13:00 News Day
13:30 WWE Smackdown
14:30 Quiz Time
14:35 Cool Catz
15:00 Penguins Of 

Madagascar
15:30 Frenzy 
16:00 Supa Strikas
16:30 The Steve Harvey 

Show
17:30 Ekse Zwakala
18:00 TBA
18:30 e-News Prime 

Time
19:00 Rhythm City
19:30 Scandal!
20:00 Ashes To Ashes
20:30 WWE Main Event
21:30 Empire
22:30 State Propertry: 

Blood On The 
Street

00:20 The Wall
02:00 State Propertry: 

Blood On The 
Street

FOR MORE INFO GO TO   

WWW.COMPUTICKET.CO.ZA

Kill Bill

Vol. 1

05:00 Grassroots
05:30 e-News Sunrise
06:00 e-News Sunrise
08:00 e-News Sunrise
08:30 Infomercials
09:00 Rhythm City
09:30 Scandal!
10:00 Ekse Zwakala
10:30 The Young And 

The Restless
11:30 Checkpoint
12:00 Makwaya
12:30 Backstage
13:00 News Day
13:30 WWE Raw
14:30 Quiz Time
14:35 Cool Catz
15:00 SpongeBob 

SquarePants
15:30 Jackie Chan 

Adventures
16:00 Craz-e World Live
16:30 The Steve Harvey 

Syndicated Show
17:30 Just Shoot Me
18:00 Hush
18:30 e-News Prime 

Time
19:00 Rhythm City
19:30 Scandal!
20:00 Ashes To Ashes
20:30 Blood Diamond
22:50 Carpool
00:30 Blood Diamond
03:20 Hollywood On 

Set

 Top Pick This Week

Pacific Rim

CHARLIE HUNNAM and Idris Elba star in this action-packed

visual feast from Guillermo del Toro about a former pilot

and a trainee, who must team up together to operate an

what was assumed to be an obsolete machine in order

protect the world from dangerous monstrosities.

Gig Guide Trivia Quiz Celeb Quiz

July 21, Legends Of RnB, The

Manhattans feat Regina Belle,

Teatro at Montecasino. Tickets

are R400  R860.

July 23, Maduvha Live DVD 

Recordings, SA State Theatre,

Pretoria. Tickets are  

R200  R350.

 July 27, Golden Choirs, 

University of the Free State, 

Bloemfontein. Tickets are R50.

Where YOU Should Be

Seen: July 21 – 27

1. Which is heavier: gold or silver?

2. Which is the most common non-

contagious disease in the world? 

3. Which is the coldest location in 

the Earth? 

4. In which country is the hottest 

inhabited place on Earth located? 

5. What animal is referred as the 

‘ship of the desert’? 

6. Which is the nearest star to 

planet Earth?

7. Which is the least populated 

country in the world? 

8. Robert Walpole is considered by 

many modern historians to be the 

first prime minister of which nation?

9. Which is the most sensitive organ 

in our body?

10. Helios was the Greek god of 

what?

1. True or False: ’s 

Ndalamo is leaving the soapie.

2. True or False: Tshepi Vundla is 

a singer.

3. True or False: Fezokuhle Zulu 

is on Mzansi Magic’s .

4. How old is baby Kairo? 

5. Mafikizolo’s work is to feature 

at which museum?

6. True or False: Boity is a 

sangoma.

7. True or False: Drake was 

spotted in Johannesburg.

8. Which radio station was Tbo 

Touch from?

9. How many kids does Khanya 

Mkangisa have?

10.What’s the name of DJ 

Vigilante’s latest single?

1. When did Larry find out 

that Piper was having a 

sexual relationship with Alex?

2. Who lied during the Kubra Balik trial in 

Thirsty Bird? 

3. Why did Piper miss the business call Polly 

set up? 

4. In which episode does Dayanara find out 

she’s pregnant? 

5. True or False: Poussey is in prison for 

pulling a gun on his girlfriend’s father while 

stationed in Germany. 

6. What else is going on when Piper is trying 

to get Alex out of the dryer

7. In Low Self Esteem City how long do some 

of the inmates have to shower? 

8. Who does Mendez fall in love with?

9. When did Healy start to give Chapman a 

hard time? 

10. Who did Red manipulate into ordering a 

new freezer for the kitchen? 

Orange 
Is The 

New Black airs  
Wednesdays at 

21h00 on M-Net  
Edge.

SCHEDULES | e-tvJuly 21 – 27
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So now you have enough time to yourself to 
finish that Crossword Puzzle. 

8 Piece Family Treat only R154.90!

JH
B

 5
4
2
6
4
/C

R
O

S
S

W
O

R
D

/E



Colour-In



GIANT

Can you ind the listed words in the box of letters? They may read horizontally, vertically  
and diagonally, either forwards or backwards, but always in straight lines.

ACCIDENTAL
AFFLUENCE
ALARMIST
AMATEUR
ANNOYING
APOCRYPHAL
BACHELOR
BALCONY
BANDLEADER
BINDERY
BIRTHMARK
BROTHERHOOD
CANE
CARETAKER
CIRCUMSPECT
CORROSIVE
COURAGEOUS

CRITICIZE
DAMAGING
DANCER
DANDELION
DEBATABLE
DETECTIVE
DIPLOMACY
DOWNRIGHT
DRESSAGE
DURATION
ECONOMIZE
EFFICIENT
EJECTION
EMISSION
ENCHANTRESS
ENLIGHTEN
EPITOMIZE

FAIN
FAIR
FALSEHOOD
FATE
FLAVOURING
FORMULATE
GATE
GLITTERING
GRANDFATHER
GRASSLAND
GRATIFICATION
GUISE
HABITATION
HEAVINESS
HOMEMADE
HOURGLASS
IGNORANT

IMMATURE
INCESSANT
IRATE
KILN
LABORIOUS
LAMENTABLE
LEAN
LEMMING
MAIDEN
MARE
MASSAGE
MIRACLE
MISERABLE
MYOPIC
NERVOUS
NOGGIN
OCTOPUS

OMNISCIENT
PANT
PINE
PRICE
QUICK
RAISE
READ
RECIPE
ROBUST
ROCKET
RUBBER
SALT
SCHEDULE
SEEK
STATIONARY
STREAM
TAILOR

 TAXIDERMY
 TERSE
 TEST
 THATCH
 TOAST
 TRANQUIL
 TRILL
 VIRILE
 WASTE
 WELTER
 WHELP
 WICKET
 WISDOM
 WORM
 YIELD

ORDSEARCH NO. 372

Puzzles
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ELEB CROSSWORD...
Signs at 

 and 

3.

 and 

4.

and  

and 

and

CODEBREAKER
CODEBREAKERS

116616

1247368490

148276

172377

2014718795

2438628474

3024945858

3188979

35907

3649

384191

41678

4195343

4303965820

50254

557384191

5763338

60892716

616773

626236918

6968836650

7546750681

7568358

8650

8962641784

9084020421

9383807628

9450570838

9590383188

9870

K I D S MA Z E

‘X’ ‘Z’

NUMBERSEARCH

WITHIN 

this grid 

are hidden the 

numbers below. They 

are found horizontally, 

front.

NUMBER 
CRUNCH

CE

STARTING 

with the given 

puzzles, applying the 

number.

Across

and

7 See 8

and

m

are

and Robert Kincaid in

Down
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7

9

14

17

21

24

26

1

22

2

16

19 20

3

8

10 11

23

25

4

12

15

18

5

13

6

CRYPTIC CROSSWORD

STICKLERS

COMPLETECOMPLETE

MONSTE UDO

Across Down
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RESULT ACTION

859 +

= ÷ 197

= 5 -

= + 997

= 999 -

= x 7

= 791 ÷

= + 15

= 22 x

= - 44

= 440 ÷

= x 99

= 990

CALCULATE the results and
actions. Fill the missing links
from the top.

THERE are
9 letters
used within
the puzzle,
each letter 
must be 
used (but 
never 
repeated) 
in every 
row, 
column and 
3x3 square.

N O I T A V I T L U C S W O R

J P D R I E D T S E V R A H S

U J O F T N E R R U C C A P E 

I E N R M R I F J U I C Y R H 

C L I A T V E N U R P E T O C 

E L K N D U F R E S H I D N 

T Y S C R R G M V S A O U U U 

E S L E S T A A R K I R R C B 

N W W A N H R Y L U C G F T R 

R I L E T I I I E T O I E I O 

E N E R E I S R B N F L P O R 

B E O T F T R I A I I A O N E 

A N I S P A I N A Z E V R C P 

C E D R O C N O C R U R U G M 

S I Y A N N O D R A H C E T E 

Cabernet

Chardon-

Concord

Dried

Emperor

Firm

France

Fresh

Grow

North 

America

Pick

Raisin

Ribier

Rows

Shiraz

Skin

Spain

Sweet

Wine

MISSING LINKS

FIND-A-WORD

WORDOKU
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13

16

25

40

49

58

71

77

86

96

108

120

134

139

1

59

121

26

33

45

87

103

113

2

22

60

114

129

34

104

3

17

46

50

72

75

88

97

130

135

18

27

41

68

80

109

122

4

51

61

81

89

123

28

62

98

5

15

23

55

82

124

131

138

35

47

99

105

115

6

56

69

73

78

95

116

141

36

90

7

70

76

83

117

37

42

100

110

8

14

19

29

57

63

84

91

125

136

140

30

52

64

101

9

24

53

85

126

132

20

38

111

118

10

48

65

74

79

92

106

133

39

107

11

21

31

66

119

127

137

32

43

54

93

102

112

12

67

128

44

94

SUDOKU TATAMI

ACROSS

double set of

numbers (two 1s,

two 2s and two 3s).

    6. Jazz genre

  13. Mournful

  14. Old-style entertainment 

  15. Sweetly charming

  16. Cave dwellers

  17. Fourth estate

  19. Aristocratic

  21. Biblical pronoun

  22. Silly
  23. Major unrest

  24. Insect stage 

  25. Blood vessel

  27. Slender

  29. Pitcher

  31. Abound

  33. Category

  35. Bar legally

  38. Small civet 

  40. Aficionado

  41. Take it easy

  42. Relating to sound

  43. Pixie
  45. Cereal grain

  47. Just right 

  48. Goad
  49. Young lion 

  50. Mother’s sister 

  52. Apiece

  54. Zero
  56. Investigate thoroughly

  58. Arab leader

  61. Salary

  63. Teacher’s favourite

  65. Well-being

  68. Forlorn

  70. Against

  71. Kitchen garments

  73. Sandwich meat

  74. Guiding light

  75. Slanted 

  76. Surpassed

  77. Malign

  78. Male 
  79. Spirits 

  80. Expunge

  83. Rundown area

  86. Breakfast fare

  89. Beer barrel

  91. Average grade

  92. Verse
  95. Water barrier

  96. Portable bed

  97. Widespread

101. Rowing team

102. Morning moisture

103. Greek letter

105. Sign away

106. One of the tides

108. Possess

109. Big
110. Gemstone surface

112. Strange

113. Shadow

115. Fop
118. Be of use

120. Clarified butter

122. Greek portico

125. Dread
127. Time in office

129. Collect

131. South-side pews

132. Scandinavian

134. Portent

135. Rich soil

136. Coffee o

137. The Eter

138. Captivate

139. Bavarian

140. Simple

141. DepresPLACE a number 

in the empty 

boxes in such a 

way that each 

row across, each 

column down 

and each small 

9-box square 

contains all of 

the numbers 

from one to nine.

TATAMI is a 6x6 

grid logic game 

played with the 

numbers 1 to 3.  

Each 3x3 slab must 

contain all the 

numbers 1-3 with no 

duplicates. Adjacent 

slabs cannot contain 

the same number, 

i.e. the number 3 

cannot be placed 

next to another 

number 3. Each row 

and column must 

contain a double set 

of numbers (two 1s,

two 2s and two 3s).

JUMBO WORD 364

NO.
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BY BARRIE THOMSO

EACH 

answers. The two answers 

the A from MASTER for an 

change the order of the 

.

    1. Tender-hearted

    2. Cookery
    3. Serious play

    4. Think
    5. Moving in multitudes

    6. Stringed musical 

instruments
    7. Condition
    8. Get even
    9. Handle clumsily

  10. Cut off
  11. Call the shots

  12. Recess
  18. Go in
  20. Slow tempo

  26. Shameful

  28. Atoll component

  30. Golf club
  32. Everlasting

  34. Negative word

  35. Way out
  36. Conical dwelling

  37. Ashen
  39. Pinch 
  40. Data
  44. Dirt
  46. Obi 
  48. Eastern title

  51. Part of neck

  53. New Testament book 

  55. Colour fabric

  57. Mimic
  59. Courageous woman

  60. Worship 
  62. Newspaper piece

  64. Learned
  66. Mother-of-pearl source 

  67. Pig’s foot
  69. Topic
  70. Surrounded by

  72. Sukiyaki sauce 

  74. Implore
  81. Augments

  82. Incite, … on

  84. Old French coin 

  85. Rip
  86. Chocolate source 

  87. Royal entourage

  88. Molten rock

  90. Large truck or bus

  92. Chess piece

  93. Polliwog
  94. Went off course

  98. Trunk
  99. Open-mouthed 

100. Disobey
101. Hoard
104. Bar bill
107. Historical period

109. Rodeo rope

111. Seer’s card

114. Wander about

116. Drug users

117. Boring person

119. Repeat
121. Impede
123. Tropical fly

124. Agreement

125. Lose momentum

126. National song

128. Casual comment

130. Socially dominant

DOWN

N

TO ENTER

and people

R500

BLOCKWORD
653

NO.

EVEN EXCHANGE
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GO FIGURE S

ARROW WORD

ON SALE

NOW!

There are 13

6

can be repeat

shape along t

THE

idea of Go

Figure is to arrive at

of the diagram – by following the

numbers below the diagram to
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3 LETTERS

AYR

QPR

4 LETTERS

HULL

YORK

5 LETTERS

ALLOA

CLYDE

CREWE

DERBY

LEEDS

LUTON

RAITH

STOKE

WIGAN

6 LETTERS

ALBION

BARNET

BOLTON

CELTIC

EXETER

FORFAR

FULHAM

HEARTS

OLDHAM

OXFORD

7 LETTERS

ARSENAL

BRECHIN

BURNLEY

CARDIFF

CHELSEA

FALKIRK

LINCOLN

NORWICH

PRESTON

SWINDON

TORQUAY

WATFORD

8 LETTERS

MILLWALL

STIRLING

CRISS CROSS

Spot The
Difference!

ATA

these two

there are some

HERE

FIND A WORD that can follow the Celeb
 Wordmatch

Wishing Well...
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1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9

10 11 12 13

14 15 16 17

18 19 20 21

22 23 24

25 26 27 28

29 30 31 32

33 34

ACROSS
1. 2862 ÷ 9
4. 222 + 238
7. 765 - 14
10. 2052 ÷ 4
12. 287 + 170
14. 3 × 4
15. 5586 ÷ 6
17. 13 - 3
18. 375 + 340
20. 118 - 7
23. 624 ÷ 3
25. 1630 ÷ 2
27. 676 ÷ 4

29. 21 - 8
30. 1886 ÷ 2
32. 63 - 28
33. 804 ÷ 4
34. 151 × 4
DOWN
2. 1384 ÷ 8
3. 17 × 5
5. 5886 ÷ 9
6. 275 + 176
8. 82 + 51
9. 1850 ÷ 5
11. 889 ÷ 7
13. 530 - 19

15. 190 ÷ 2
16. 55 × 2
19. 203 - 98
21. 1448 ÷ 8
22. 335 + 146
23. 1428 ÷ 7
24. 65 × 3
26. 80 + 52
28. 3170 ÷ 5
30. 13 × 7
31. 9 × 4

MATHS QUIZ

KAKURU
FIT only the numbers 1 to 9 into the grid so 

up to the total above the diagonal line to the 

DOWN  
    1) Goodbye (5)
    2) Middle position (4)
    3) Remember something ceremonially (11)
    4) Nuisance (4)
    5) Appear (4)
    6) Suspend (4)
    8) Stopping the spread of a disease (11)
    9) Put into sequence (4)
  10) Gets closer to the leader (5)
  14) Works for money (5)
  16) Finish (3)
  17) Anger (3)
  19) Bordered (5)
  20) Hollow rod (4)
  21) Matured (4)
  22) Prophetic sign (4)
  24) Place where you live (4)
  26) Very interested (4)
  27) Wild and evil (7)
  28) Speed competition (4)

  31) Daybreak (4)
  34) Take part in an election (4)
  37) Restraining linked bracelets (9)
  39) Comfortable and expensive (9)
  41) Period following the stone age (4,3)
  42) Sea creature with tentacles (7)
  43) Place to see a play (7)
  45) Woman’s sleeping attire (7)
  46) Basil sauce (5)
  49) Climb (5)
  51) Animal park (3)
  52) Garment for the head (3)
  59) Assisting with a task (7)
  62) Feeling at ease (11)
  65) Movement of blood around the body  
(11)
  67) Give a value to (4)
  68) Undisputable statement (4)
  70) Bathroom powder (4)
  71) Is of the right size (4)
  72) Liquid movement (4)

  73) Must (5)
  74) Oriental direction (4)
  75) Character in a play (4)
  76) Place a request for something (5)
  77) Insects in the pants? (4)
  84) Sharp-pointed tool (3)
  85) Illuminated (3)
  88) Electronic post (5)
  90) Edible bulb (5)
  92) First biblical garden (4)
  93) Percussion instrument (4)
  94) Single part of a thing (4)
  95) Sand hill (4)
  97) Otherwise (4)

ACROSS
    2) Imitation (4)
    7) Book to follow John (4)
  11) Saying (5)
  12) Everlasting (9)
  13) Number with a base of 8 (5)
  14) Foe (5)
  15) Raining heavily (7)
  18) Subdivision of the USA (5)
  20) Low-pitched brass instrument (4)
  23) Move very quickly (4)
  25) Self-satisfied (4)
  26) Venomous snake (5)
  29) Post (4)
  30) Burn mark on a hide (5)
  32) Ovum (3)
  33) Tailless primate (3)
  34) Snake poison (5)
  35) Holy (6)
  36) Biblical mighty hunter (6)
  38) Taken no notice of (7)

  40) Room on a ship (5)
  44) Give someone a quality or ability (5)
  46) Hairy juicy fruit (5)
  47) Coal mine (3)
  48) Injections (5)
  50) Lyric poem (3)
  53) Tooth on a gear wheel (3)
  54) Glance over a document (4)
  55) Wise king of the Bible (7)
  56) Island with the capital Kingston (7)
  57) Cause pain (4)
  58) To the back of a ship (3)
  60) Auction item (3)
  61) Happen (5)
  63) Common number base (3)
  64) Find the position of (5)
  66) Following (5)
  68) Main human thigh bone (5)
  69) Halt briefly (4,3)
  73) Sufocate (6)
  75) Excessively ornate style (6)

  78) Flexible and supple (5)
  79) Every (3)
  80) Excessively (3)
  81) Prepare for an athletic event (5)
  82) Coloured part of the eye (4)
  83) Makes a visit (5)
  86) Period of calm (4)
  87) Deep hole with water in it (4)
  89) Greek god of erotic love (4)
  91) Within the law (5)
  93) Made less concentrated (7)
  96) Young castrated ox (5)
  98) Drink to excess (5)
  99) Severe storm (9)
100) Hot news story (5) 
101) Scottish turnip (4)
102) One time only (4)

CROSSWORD
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A RECENT American study has

confirmed what many women 

would claim they always knew 

– drink-spiking is real and 

happening to more people 

than you expect.

facebook.com/peoplemagsa

BY WARREN ROBERTSON
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SPIKED DRINKS A

J
ANE KHALAF was just 19 years old in 

2014 and was studying politics and 

history in Cologne, Germany. While 

there she and her friends headed out 

for a night of fun at the local carnival. It had been a 

wonderful evening, when suddenly Jane turned to 

her companions and said that she felt ill, and that 

she suspected her drink had been spiked, shortly 

before collapsing to the floor. She was rushed to 

hospital and put on a life-support machine, but she 

never recovered and died eight days later.  

It took six days, but eventually hospital staff were 

able to confirm that Ecstasy and amphetamines 

had been found in Jane’s system. According to the 

pathologists in an official report on her death, Jane 

suffered a ‘massive cerebal oedema of unclear 

origin’. But although they found a ‘considerable 

influence of Ecstasy’ they had no idea why it had 

caused such a reaction. According to Jane’s friends 

and family, there was no way the young student had 

taken the drugs voluntarily as she had been very 

anti-drugs her whole life. 

Ever since the ’90s there have been tales of people 

having their drinks spiked with either drugs such as 

the date rape drug Rohypnol, ketamine, eye-drops 

or even with extra shots of alcohol. For many these 

stories have been put down to rumour, or people 

have assumed the stats to be grossly inflated. 

However, in a recent study supporting what most 

women undoubtedly already know, research has 

shown that drink-spiking isn’t a myth, especially 

for students, and moreover, it happens more often 

than most people may realise. Although anecdotal 

evidence abounds, astonishingly little research had 

been conducted up until now on the subject. This 

study, however, underlines an incredibly important 

point: drink-spiking is very real and likely to be a 

serious problem.

In the past research has painted a questionable 

portrait of suspected drink-spiking. In fact, one 

of the few papers analysing the prevalence of 

non-consensual drugging concluded in 2009 that 

most cases are the result of too much alcohol and 

an overactive imagination. Of ‘greater concern’, 

according to the authors, was the frequency of drug 

use and alcohol overconsumption among those 

studied; a similar 2010 study suggested that spiked 

drinks were a convenient ‘crime narrative’.

In the most recent research, Dr Suzanne Swan of the 

University of South Carolina looked at the survey 

data from 6 064 students at three universities, 

creating the most rigorous study yet. She found 462 

Body 
Slay
IT’S no secret that 

Demi is all about 

lingerie and sexiness 

nowadays, but she has 

taken it to the extreme lately

as she put her fantastic 

figure on display. The 

23-year-old decided to 

pose completely naked for 

her new song, Body. The 

Cool For The Summer singer 

looked amazing in black and 

white snaps. Ever since she 

split from Wilmer Valderrama,

it seems she’s unstoppable. You

go, sexy Demi!
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How To Protect 
Yourself From 
Drink-Spiking

1. STICK with your group. Predators are 

looking for easy prey. They’re less likely 

to target someone in the middle of a group of 

friends.

2. MAKE sure there’s at least one group 

member who isn’t drinking. You should 

have one member of the group who keeps her 

wits about her. And that would be a good idea 

for men, too. Often they have a false sense of 

security.

3. LISTEN to your friends. If your friend says 

you need to leave, go without an argument 

because he or she might recognise that you’ve 

been given something well before you do.

4. LISTEN to your body. If you’re not feeling 

well after putting something into your 

body, it’s probably not because it was just a 

really strong drink.

5. GET your own drinks at the bar.

6. KEEP your hand over your drink when 

you’re out at a bar or club.

7. REMEMBER that it can happen very fast.

Swan describes how one woman spotted 

someone slipping a little something into a 

friend’s drink when the woman looked away for 

a second.

8. DON’T leave your drink unattended on the 

bar when you head off to the restroom.

9. HAVE a backup plan if you suddenly need 

to leave. You don’t want to be stuck at a 

club, wanting to leave while your friends want 

to stay.

students, or just under eight percent, reported 539 

incidents in which they said they had been drugged, 

and 83 or one and a half percent said either they 

had drugged someone, or they knew someone who 

had drugged another person.

The research revealed significant gender 

differences. Unsurprisingly, women were more 

likely to be the victims of spiking and reported more 

negative consequences than men, although men 

comprised 21 percent of the victims. Women were 

also more likely to report sexual assault as a motive 

while men more often said the purpose was ‘to 

have fun’ or ‘to play a prank’. Other, less common 

reported motives included ‘to calm someone down’ 

or ‘make someone go to sleep’.

“Even if a person is drugging someone else simply

‘for fun’ with no intent 

of taking advantage of 

the drugged person, the 

drugger is still putting a 

drug in someone else’s 

body without their consent

— and this is coercive and

controlling behaviour,” 

Swan said.

Given the nature of 

the subject, there were 

clear limitations to the 

study. “We have no 

way of knowing if the 

drugging victims were 

actually drugged or not, 

and many of the victims 

were not certain either,” 

the researchers wrote. 

“It is possible that some 

respondents drank too 

much, or drank a more potent kind of alcohol

than they were accustomed to.” Additionally, 

many common drugs, including over-the-counter 

medications, can interact with alcohol. And victims 

often don’t remember what happened when they 

were drugged, the authors noted.

There has been scant research into drugging, the 

researchers wrote. Two other studies looking at US

college students and young adults found anywhere

from six to eight and a half percent reported having

been drugged by someone else. One Australia

study of 805 Australians age 18 – 35 found 25

percent had experienced drink-spiking. Swan

and her colleagues focused on college student

because of the risky behaviours that are pres

on campuses, particularly binge drinking.

Given their findings, the researchers said

interventions should be developed to target 

those doing the drugging, not just victims.

“Because many of those who drug others

believe that the behaviour is fun and minimise

the risks, interventions could provide 

information about the dangers of overdosing,

Swan said. “They could also target the issue o

consent. Just as people have a fundamental

right to consent to sexual activity, they also

have the right to know and consent to the 

substances they ingest.”  

The new results came as no surprise to 

Janet McFarland, a clinician and forensic co-

ordinator in the emergency department at Magee-

Women’s Hospital of the University of Pittsburgh 

Medical Centre. One thing that was unexpected: 

How many men were victims of drink-spiking.

It may be impossible to get good numbers on 

how many people actually do get doctored drinks 

because many of the drugs leave the system so 

quickly, McFarland said. “While it can be difficult 

to differentiate between the effects of several 

alcoholic beverages and one doctored drink, 

there are warning signs. You may feel drowsy and 

nauseated. Your cheeks may feel flushed, you may 

feel like your body temperature has gone up. You 

may feel like you’ve had many more drinks than 

you’ve consumed. The bottom line is, trust your gut. 

If you think something is wrong, it probably is,” she 

warns.

An added danger to drink-spiking is 

that those who are spiked are often 

reluctant to come forward, feeling that 

it was their lack of attention that got 

their drink spiked in the first place. 

To this day Johannesburg resident 

Sophie Rose struggles to talk about her 

ordeal, saying that she views herself as 

a ‘together, controlled woman’, who 

normally wouldn’t make the mistake of 

leaving her drink unattended. 

“Without going into the details of the 

night, suffice to say there was a man 

who made himself known to me, who 

was insistent on talking to me and 

whom I politely informed that I was 

not interested in. He persisted. I got 

a bit freaked out and decided to go 

to the restroom in the hope that he 

would be gone on my return. I left 

my drink on the bar, next to my friend. Within the 

space of about 20 – 30 minutes from my sipping 

on that drink after returning from the bathroom, 

I was gone,” she explains, adding that she didn’t 

remember the evening at all from that point on, 

and that she had awoken the next morning entirely 

uncertain how she had got home. As it turned out 

her friends had looked after her, but it still took 

her two weeks before she could open up to people 

about what she thought had happened.

‘JUST as 
people have a 
fundamental 

right to consent 
to sexual 

activity, they 
also have the 
right to know 
and consent to 
the substances 
they ingest.’
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HI everybody! Send only one pic to 

dearpeople@caxton.co.za with your 

name and a caption, and put the 

photo category in the subject line.

Dear people

With the bride-to-be. 

Love my ladies too much!

Janelle

Just us two, Thabiso and Neo.

Neo Tumane

We can’t get enough of each other.

Buhle 

I love you, baby. 

Robyn De Wit

The most magical day of my life was the 
day you were born. Mommy loves you!

Candice Brits

Kevin, Mirilene and Alexio Sammy 
enjoying a summer vacation  

in Mauritius.
Mirilene

My amazing husband, 
Dylan Naicker, and me  

on our wedding day. #Blessed
Marisha

Mixed to 
perfection.

Dabney 
Ferreira
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Men Behaving
Badly
TWO rugby players

found themselves in

hot water when they

acted their shoe size

while in South Africa

with the Western

Force. Wallabies

outside back Dane

and

prop

were stripped of their

leadership roles and

by the Australian

Both players were

found guilty of

code of conduct in

separate incidents

when the team

played the Cheetahs

in Bloemfontein.

a public place, while gained ‘unauthorised

to the Cheetahs, the players went out drinking and

between brothers Dane and in the

foyer grew heated and a vase was broken. One player,

Dane, then urinated in the

the room and too drunk to control himself.

Baby Inspires Murray’s
Grand Slam Win
ASK any new dad what life with a baby 

stopped , whose career 

baby daughter Sophia in February. 

The 29-year-old Scot joined the likes 

of  and  

by becoming the latest father to win a 

recent Grand Slam win was,  

said Sophia has breathed new life into 

his career. “Having a child has given 

work hard, train hard, and do all of the right things to give myself a chance to 

win these events,” said . “A lot of people have said, like, when  had 

kids, he started playing some of his best tennis. , the same thing. But the 

Off The Track
CATCH all the hottest sporting gossip 

with these tantalising titbits on what 

our favourite sporting stars have been 

up to this week.

E-mail your sports news to

Baseballer Great
Gets Hitched

 the other day 

 was one of the most 

eligible bachelors in the 

world of sport, but not

anymore! The American

former professional

baseball shortstop, who

married Sports Illustrated

model just

knot in St Helena, California, 

on Saturday, July 9, in a

wore

a high-neck gown custom-

made by Vera Wang while 

 rocked a classic black 

suit. According to tabloid 

Hannah

bought an Italian

Christmas to help her man 

overcome his fear for dogs. 

Now the trio are looking 

forward to growing their 

family.

Ronaldo’s Moth Encounter
IF

turf with tears in his eyes, the moth found a comfy spot on his face, securing its 

place as one of the most daring of

the photo of and his infamous bug friend had hit social media fast

 a few words of encouragement towards a 

speedy recovery.

Blatter Diagnosed With
Skin Cancer

 president Sepp 

following claims of ‘criminal 

being diagnosed with skin

cancer and has been released

from hospital. According to

football administrator who

served as the eighth president

is back at home and recovering

against the decision heard by 

Sport. 

The Dope On Shocking Kenyan Claims

The Sunday 

Times
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WHAT THE STARS SAY ABOUT...

DAVID
HASSELHOFF
July 17, 1952

D
AVID MICHAEL

HASSELHOFF,

is an American actor,

and is best known for his leading

roles in Knight Rider and Baywatch.

of Rhinestone Cowboy
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CANCERBYWILLIAM SMITH

Horoscope

June 22 – July 23
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HEN it comes to looking good,

Hollywood stars are experts.

Whether they have a natural

ability and the knowledge to 

are of their bodies or have to rely on 

to push them in the right direction, no 

ws better than these stars about how to 

feel their best at all times.

ecause the A-list are paid to look good 

mean that we can’t take their advice and 

inject a little Hollywood glamour and wellbeing into our

own fitness and beauty routines.

From Katy Perry’s ‘no-workout workout’ to Miranda Kerr’s

old-fashioned tune-in and tone-up trick, these celebrities 

have learnt a thing or two along the way about how to have 

it all. 

So, if you’re feeling a bit demotivated and lacking in 

inspiration, here Hollywood’s finest dish the details on their 

motivational mantras, quick beauty fixes and top tips for 

looking fab...

take ca

others t

one know

look and f

But just be

doesn’t m

Get Motiva
With The SHOLLYWOOD girls on 

their top health and 

beauty tips.
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GAL GADOT
WONDER WOMAN star Gal reveals 

her not-so-restrictive diet rules. “I 

love all food! I eat pasta and ice 

cream and I’ll eat burgers from 

time to time.” The 31-year-old 

actress and model adds, “When 

people deprive themselves 

of something it makes them want 

to eat it even more. I don’t want 

to be skinny but I do want to know

that I’m only putting quality fuel 

into my body. I eat a lot of fish 

and chicken, and I make sure that 

around 30 – 40 percent of our 

family diet is made of cooked or 

raw vegetables.”

KENDALL JENNER 

MODEL-OF-THE-MOMENT Kendall knows 

exactly how to stay fresh-faced and camera-

ready. “I’ve always been super OCD about 

washing my face – and that’s even before 

I started modelling,” says the 20-year-old 

beauty. “It’s definitely enhanced now 

because I wear so much make-up all the 

time. I wash my face at least two or three 

times a day.”

ADRIANA LIMA 

VICTORIA’S SECRET beauty Adriana 

encourages us to change our snacking 

habits in order to see results. “Usually 

when I’m more careful on my diet, 

I don’t snack,” says the 34-year-old 

Brazilian supermodel and mom-of-

two. “I eat mostly green vegetables, 

asparagus and spinach. For breakfast

or lunch I like them steamed, raw 

or both. But, if you like to snack, I 

suggest blackberries and blueberries.

You can eat them all day, just carry 

them with you and they actually help

you burn your fat cells, so you can eat

them as much as you want!”

JENNIFER ANISTON 

“I USUALLY do a trifecta: 15 minutes on 

the bike, 15 on the treadmill running, 

and then 15 on the elliptical,” says 

47-year-old Mother’s Day actress Jen of 

her varied workout. “You have to shake 

it up, you know, muscle confusion.”
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JESSICA ALBA
JESSICA knows the only 

way to be happy is to 

stop chasing perfection. 

“My fitness routine is 

very inconsistent,” says 

the 35-year-old actress. 

“I’ve learnt to let go my 

idea of perfection. I’ve 

learnt to be okay with 

not completing things 

sometimes. I’ve learnt to

sacrifice working out at 

night to have a healthy 

glass of wine!”

SUSAN 
SARANDON 
SUSAN says a simple lippie 

is the trick to looking 

good. “Lipstick is to make 

yourself feel healthy and a 

little bit more alive,” says 

the 69-year-old Meddler 

actress. “I don’t know 

about you, but when I 

wake up in the morning, 

my lips don’t look alive!”

OLIVIA MUNN
OLIVIA found her favourite 

food plan whilst filming 

blockbuster movie X-Men: 

Apocalypse. “When I did X-Men,

I learnt about the 80/20 diet,” sh

explains. “So, 80 percent fruits

and vegetables and 20 percent

whatever! Whatever is chocolat

tequila, lean chicken, sushi, fish.

When I learnt that the 20 percen

included dry chicken, I was like,

‘Why don’t I just have a piece

of cake?’ They were like, ‘Well,

chicken is better than cake’ and

was like, ‘It’s still the 20 percent

J
J
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BRITNEY SPEARS 

BRITNEY has sold millions of 

records worldwide, conquered 

Las Vegas and has just launched 

a mobile app to rival Kim 

Kardashian’s. And the former 

child star knows the real key to 

success is keeping busy. “I don’t 

mind working out. I’m at my 

best when I’m busy. If I don’t 

work out in a gym, I’m either 

swimming laps, or I’m doing 

yoga.” The 34-year-old singer 

adds, “Consistency is key.”

GIGI HADID
MODEL Gigi loves a lazy workout in the 

morning before she starts her day. The 

21-year-old beauty says, “Stretching is 

really good. I always try to stretch when I 

wake up in the morning because even when 

you can’t workout it’s good just to get your 

blood flowing. It helps to wake you up.”

RIHANNA
WHO knew Rihanna was Anti 

green? “I never eat salad,” says 

the 28-year-old Work singer, 

who balances her lack of healthy

foods by drinking lots of coconut

water. “I make sure I don’t put a

lot of junk into my system, but I 

hate vegetables!”

JENNIFER LOPEZ 

LONG admired for her amazing body and 

beauty, J.Lo insists that she is just like the 

rest of us when it comes to working out. “I 

get tired of working out. I try to eat right 

and sometimes I do and sometimes I don’t. 

I do my best,” says the 46-years-old singer 

and actress. “I guess I have just grown 

into myself. In your 20s and 30s, you are 

figuring yourself out a little bit and now, I 

feel comfortable with who I am and I think 

that shows on your face.”
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AKE LIVELY 

NANT actress Blake has 

us mere mortals hair envy 

since she appeared on our 

ns in hit TV show Gossip Girl.

28-year-old star has finally 

aled how we can achieve a 

ilar look. “I do my own hair 

eal life,” says Blake of her 

cious locks. “I normally put it

ballerina bun. If I want it to 

more full, I’ll first put in some

usse and blow-dry the roots 

little bit. When you take the

out, you want to tease it with

hairbrush to give it oomph.”

LILY ALDRIDGE
AS well as guzzling gre

tea and juices all day

30-year-old Victoria

Secret model Lily

canc ’t live without

favourite be

erage. “I can

ak more hig

a ut drinki

a e wate

your ski

amazing
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MIRANDA KERR 

IF you thought fitness videos 

were a thing of the past, then 

think again. Australian beauty 

entrepreneur Miranda loves 

to stick on a DVD for company 

when she is working out. “I 

don’t like to exercise alone, 

although sometimes I do a DVD 

if I am travelling. It’s called, 

Ballet Beautiful by Mary Helen 

Bowers,” says the 33-year-old 

model and businesswoman. 

“There is a kundalini yoga video

with Gurmukh, too. It’s really 

good. She’s like, ‘If you wake 

up feeling sluggish, just keep 

twisting,’ and I’m like, ‘Okay!’”

ROSIE 
HUNTINGTON-
WHITELEY 

MODEL Rosie is raving about 

the results of her latest fitness 

plan by Dr Nigma Talib. “Right 

now I’m on Nigma’s plan, 

which is no dairy, no gluten, 

no sugar and no alcohol!” 

says the 29-year-old British 

beauty of her new regimen. 

“It’s been really tough; there’s

no doubt in my mind that 

once you start to see and 

feel results, it’s really been 

transformative for me. I can 

feel it in my skin, I can feel it 

in my body, I feel lean right 

now, and I feel strong and I 

feel energised.”

ADELE 

HELLO singer Adele, 28, has said goodbye 

to her unhealthy lifestyle and hello to a new 

look when she ditched traditional British 

brew – tea – to lose weight and gain energy. 

“I used to drink 10 cups a day with two sugars

in each so I was on 20 sugars a day,” she says 

of her sweet vice. “Now I don’t drink it and I 

have more energy than ever.”

DAISY RIDLEY 

STAR WARS star Daisy encourages us to 

share our workouts to find the fun. The 

24-year-old actress is a big fan of sharing 

her training sessions with followers via 

Instagram. “It changes every time I’m in the 

gym,” she says. “That’s why I keep doing 

the videos because it’s always something 

different,” adding, “My trainer is incredible, 

and I think that’s why I still enjoy it.”

RUBY ROSE 

AUSTRALIAN beauty and Orange 

Is The New Black star Ruby, 30, 

is taking notes from the experts 

when it comes to perfecting 

her look. “I’ve learnt a lot about 

using highlighter and contouring 

that I definitely never knew 

existed. That helps if I want to 

do a red carpet, but also helps if 

I want an androgynous style and 

pronouncing my cheekbones by 

doing very little – using bronzers 

and contours in the right way 

to make myself look more 

androgynous,” she explains. 

“I’m also learning how to apply 

mascara correctly. My make-up 

artists have taught me to do a 

zigzag; starting from the bottom, 

zigzagging out and then letting it 

dry, do the other eye, and then 

zigzag again for another coat.”
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KATY PERRY 

TRANSCENDENTAL MMEDITATION is Katy’s 

saviour! “It’s like a great workout for your 

mind, without working out, but you get all of 

the effects of working out,” says the 31-year-

old Roar singer of her favourite way to relax. 

“It’s a little practice that you do and it is the 

most rest, the most power nap you could 

ever get. My life is so crazy, it’s extreme; 

this tool helps me find moments of peace 

because I don’t have a whole lot of time. It 

gives me two days in one day and it gives 

me this power. I do it before I write a song 

sometimes, definitely before I get on stage, 

and it’s just such an incredible, useful, simple 

tool that has made such an impact on me.”

CHARLIZE THERON 

CHARLIZE says location is the key to her 

beautiful body. “It helps that I live in LA. 

There’s a lifestyle there. People are always 

active and outside and I love that,” the 

40-year-old Huntsman actress confesses. 

“I’ve always loved yoga, as the movements 

remind me of dancing, so it comes naturally 

and I like what it does to my body. The past 

five years, I picked up Spinning and that’s 

how I like to get my cardio now. I used to 

run, but I like Spinning a lot more. I probably 

do yoga three times a week and Spinning 

three times a week, but it has to be flexible.”

SELENA GOMEZ 

A LIQUID diet helps singer and 

actress Selena, 23, stay on top 

form for her gruelling tour. “I 

always have water, [gallons] of 

water,” she says. “It’s even in 

my bathroom because I used 

to be so bad at drinking water 

and I want to stay hydrated.” 

Selena also attempts to stay 

super healthy by juicing every 

day. “I have a juicer, so I always 

have my vegetables and my fruit 

for the juicer. I do two carrots, 

ginger, I do one piece of celery 

– I know, that’s lame, but one 

– and then half of a beet. Those 

are the things I always keep 

around.” 

EMILIA CLARKE 

EMILIA has wowed fans 

with her portrayal of 

Daenerys Targaryen in 

Game Of Thrones – and 

shocked many more with 

her nude scenes – but 

the 29-year-old actress 

listens to some good old-

fashioned advice from 

her mom when it comes 

to beauty. “My mom had 

rules when I was growing 

up: Don’t do drugs, don’t 

have sex, and don’t 

touch your eyebrows!” 

she confesses. “So, 

I got bullied as a kid 

for having ridiculous 

eyebrows. She said, 

‘You’ll be thankful when 

you’re older,’ and I am. 

My mom used to tell 

me to brush them with 

Vaseline when I went to 

bed.”

GWEN STEFANI 

GORGEOUS Gwen believes in beauty from 

the inside out – and it looks like her mantra

is working. The 46-year-old singer, who 

has just released her third solo album, is 

looking better than ever. “I haven’t really 

been working on my physical appearance,” 

she says of her flawless looks. “I’ve been 

working on my spiritual exercising and, like,

really trying to connect, and be grateful 

and considerate, and living in the present. 

That’s where I put a lot of my exercise right

now. So if that’s what you’re seeing, that’s 

awesome, because I’ve been working really

hard on that.”

KYLIE JENNER 

CALIFORNIAN cutie Kylie has 

become the most famous 

teen star from the Kardashian 

clan, overtaking her super 

famous sisters in the style 

stakes. But fans of the make-

up guru might be surprised 

to learn that the 18-year-old 

likes a simple beauty routine 

on her days off. “My go-to if 

I am doing make-up myself 

is that I usually try to do it as 

light as possible,” she reveals 

of her less-is-more look. “Just 

mascara and bronzer, that’s 

when I am doing it myself. 

Just the natural look for every 

day.”

ARIANA GRANDE 

ARIANA GRANDE loves hiking in 

the Hollywood Hills to keep fit. 

The 22-year-old actress and singer 

says Madonna is her ‘fit-spiration’. 

“I try and live a healthy lifestyle; 

eating right, exercise and sleep 

are all so important. I try and 

stay really active all the time. I like 

to hike when I can and being on 

stage is a great workout.”
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BY VERA FOURIE

Recipe

For The Base
Ingredients

Method

For The C
Ingredients

Method

For The T
Ingredients

Method

Banoffee Pie
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S
HER- that is to say, Benedict Cumberbatch is one of the brightest stars at 

the moment, and it’s not hard to understand why. 

Sherlock

Star Trek Into Darkness The Hobbit

Dr Strange

Wanda Ventham Benedict

Alan Rickman

Rickman Harry Potter The Simpsons

Sean Connery Jack Nicholson
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ogging In Styles

Harry Styles

p

Harry’s Diet
And Fitness 
Secrets

Harry Styles

Brad Pitt F

Club

Harry

as possible most times though.

he
nts 

Chris at 

Claire Danes

Danes

HIS week some of our fit stars were spotted out training, so we

are sharing some fab celeb fitness secrets with you to get you

motivated. Happy exercising!

WITH

is up
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Tran Flaun

It In LA
CHRIS BROWN

Karrueche Tran

 set the pace.

BY ANGELA BEKIARIS
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Pink Crop Top: 

R299, H&M

Printed

Lights: R795,

Vivolicious

Trainers: 

R1 699, 

By Puma, 

Zando

Michelle 
Obama 
Doesn’t Fear 
Weights

shaping up Michelle Obama
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Ease Flu Symptoms
IT 

Feed Your Flu

7. Toast

BY ANGELA BEKIARIS
Health News

Hollywood’s Gorgeous
Stars Reveal Diet Secrets

T
HEY look incredible thanks to their personal trainers, private 

chefs and little diet secrets. So we’re stealing, and sharing…. 

of course!

 Wear A Corset: Kardashians Jessica Alba

 Eat Only Five Ingredients: Eva Mendes

The 5-Factor 

Diet 

 Stay Away From The Whole Box:

Jennifer Lopez

Lopez.

 Drink Lemon Juice: Jennifer Aniston

 Colour Co-ordinate: Christina Aguilera 

Voice  eating 

TIP
IF

TIP

Jessica Alba

Eva Mendes

Jennifer Lopez

Christina AguileraJennifer Aniston

WIN One Of Four Kellogg’s Breakfasts For Better Days Hampers Worth R500 Each 

A
S you dig into your bowl of breakfast cereal, know that almost one in five children in 

South Africa go to school without their morning meal. But, thanks to a community-

driven hunger-relief campaign, over 25 000 of our future leaders are now having a 

balanced breakfast every school day. 

 people



Puzzles F r
Your Child’s
Development

WE all know that puzzles are great for

he mind not only do they keep our

memory in check, but they reduce the risk

of dementia and Alzheimer’s disease. But

did you know that it’s great for your kids,

oo? According to Childdevelopmentinfo.

com, ‘psychologists have determined that

a child’s brain development is influenced

significantly when a child acts on or

manipulates the world around him or her.

Puzzles provide that key opportunity.’ We

share some reasons why doing puzzles can

help your kids as they grow.

They’re Great For Hand-Eye Coordina-

ion: Experts reveal that when children

lip, turn and remove pieces of the puzzle,

hey are learning that there is a connection

between their hands and their eyes.

Fine Motor Skills: Puzzles allow kids to

develop fine motor skills, says the website

these are small, specialised movements

hat can be provided by puzzles. These skills

are necessary for handwriting and other

achievements.

Problem Solving: There is a skill in prob-

em solving and it’s important. Puzzles teach

kids to use their minds to solve problems

and think logically.

Shape Recognition: It’s a way for babies

and toddlers to learn and sort shapes,

which plays a huge role as they develop.

Great For Memory: As with adults,

puzzles are great for enhancing your child’s

memory he or she will be able to recall

colours and shapes as they work through

each puzzle.

Setting Goals: They might be kids, but

hey too want to achieve things, too and

he completion of a puzzle is a great goal for

hem to aim for. It gives them the chance to

develop a strategy to get through the puzzle

aster and more efficiently.

BY ANGELA BEKIARIS
Mind News
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Dear Doc

E-mail any questions to people@caxton.co.za

and write ‘Dear Doc’ in the subject line.

Dr Karen Koch, a general 

Courtesy of www.helpguide.com, www.webmd.com and www.childdevelopmentinfo.com
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DEAR DOC,

I WANT to know whether drinking lots of water will actually help 

me lose weight? So far all it’s done is made me need to use the 

toilet more often!

Water Wise

DEAR WATER WISE,

IT’S possible that drinking all that water may actually pay off. 

A recent study in the Journal Of The Academy Of Nutrition And 

Dietetics showed that over a three-month period people who 

drank two cups of water before each meal lost about 2kg more 

than those who didn’t. A follow-up study over one year showed 

the water drinkers continued to lose weight while the non-drinkers 

actually gained weight. Exactly how water can help you to lose 

weight is unknown. It’s possible that water makes you feel fuller and 

therefore you eat less. Some experts suggest we’re not that good on 

separating thirst from hunger – so possibly you might eat less if your 

body doesn’t think it’s dehydrated. Drinking lots of water is also not 

for everyone. If you have heart or kidney failure then drinking water 

may exacerbate your symptoms. Drinking water won’t drastically 

change your weight but everything adds up. Keep up with the fluid 

intake!

DEAR DOC,

MY hair is very flaky. It’s disgusting. Everywhere I go I leave a trail 

of scaliness behind me. How do I get rid of my dandruff?

Dandruff Dilemma

DEAR DANDRUFF DILEMMA,

DON’T panic. Even the most stubborn dandruff can be controlled 

with the right treatment. Dandruff is most often due to seborrheic 

dermatitis – a type of eczema.  It’s often exacerbated by a yeast 

infection in the scalp. As the yeast grows the scalp becomes red and 

itchy. We don’t know why some people are more prone to dandruff 

than others. Start by using Head & Shoulders shampoo or Selsun 

shampoo to wash your hair. The trick is to leave it in the hair for a 

few minutes – your head should tingle a bit. If this is not working 

– or not working enough – then you need to see your doctor or a 

dermatologist who can prescribe a scalp shampoo or lotion which 

contains corticosteroids like Betnovate, Diprolene or Dermovate 

scalp lotion. Often an antifungal will also help clear up the yeast 

infection. Sometimes ‘dandruff’ is really another skin condition 

called psoriasis, which can also affect the scalp. If your basic over-

the-counter treatment isn’t working, you should definitely see your 

doctor.

DEAR DOC,

IS there a ‘morning after’ pill to prevent HIV? I’m paranoid about 

a condom breaking and I want to know if there’s anything I can do 

about HIV.

HIV Hysteria

DEAR HIV HYSTERIA,

IT’S not really hysteria. It’s a normal healthy concern. If someone has 

been exposed to HIV then we give something called ‘post-exposure 

prophylaxis’ (PEP). To be effective, PEP must begin within 72 hours 

of exposure, before the virus has time to make too many copies 

of itself in your body. PEP consists of two to three antiretroviral 

medications and should be taken for 28 days. You need to head 

for your doctor or casualty room as soon as you realise what’s 

happened. They’ll do an HIV test on you (they can’t start you on 

prevention for something you already have). Ideally your partner 

should go with you to get the same treatment. Even if your partner 

doesn’t have HIV, doctors still worry about ‘the window period’. PEP 

is safe but may cause side effects like nausea in some people. These 

side effects can be treated and are not life-threatening. PEP is not 

100 percent effective; it does not guarantee that someone exposed 

to HIV will not become infected with HIV. Obviously the best cure is 

prevention, but accidents do happen. Get to an emergency room as 

soon as possible if a condom breaks. It could save your life.

WHAT IS ADHD?
ATTENTION DEFICIT HYPERACTIV

ITY DISORDER, also known ADHD, 

makes it difficult for someone to 

focus on multiple tasks of daily life. 

ADHD Symptoms 
In Children 

T
HERE are various symptoms to look out for, 

from inattention in children, to hyperactivity 

and more. We reveal some.

 

1. They struggle to pay attention to detail.

2. They can’t stay focused and are easily distracted.

3. They have trouble organising or planning ahead.

4. They struggle to finish projects.

5. They get bored with a task before it is completed.

6. They misplace toys, homework etc.

7. They display a lot of fidgeting.

8. They are always moving around.

9. They talk excessively.

10. They have difficulty staying quiet or relaxing.

11. They have a short temper.

IT’S not just children who suffer from ADHD  in fact, 

many adults have trouble staying focused and managing 

daily tasks. Some of the signs include:

1. Trouble concentrating  completely zoning out

2. Poor listening skills

3. Disorganisation and forgetfulness 

4. Tendency to procrastinate

5. Chronic lateness

6. Misplacing items constantly

7. Frequently interrupting others

8. Addictive tendencies

9. Trouble staying motivated

10. Low self-esteem

11. Taking risks easily

12. Trouble sitting still

13. Trying to do a million things at once
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Get The Look

R: WHILE DUE CARE IS TAKEN TO ENSURE ACCU PRODUCT LISTINGS OR 

ABILITY, PRICING OR ANY OTHER INFORMATION F GOING TO PRINT.

BY SUZY
MUKENDI

SIMPLY WINTER
FOUR WAYS TO STYLE TIGHTS

SEASONAL trends that effortlessly sync with 

your wardrobe forever.

W
INTER doesn’t have to be complicated, and now that 

you’re used to this cold season, you should easily be able 

to pull of an effortless and warm look. And if you need a 

little helping hand, then we’ve got you covered. Have a look 

as this week we focus on making the rest of your winter simple and stylish.

IT’S not unusual to wear summer dresses and skirts during winter. This is how you

do it: you turn to stockings! Stockings are essentials and your finishing touch to any

look. They give your look a luxe and sexy feel while keeping you warm and allowing

you to create multiple versatile looks.

R59.95, Woolworths

Hairband:

R79.99, H&M

Four): R99.95,

Woolworths

Dress:

R599,

H&M

Cross Body

R159.99,

The Fix

Leopard Heels:

R499, H&M

R499,

Accessorize
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R55, Woolworths

Scarf: R149, 

H&M

Boots: 

R259.99,  

The Fix

Bracelet: R299,

Accessorize

Dress: R499, 

H&M

Jacket: R899, 

H&M

Socks:

R59.95,

Woolworths

Woolworths

Necklace:

R160,

Woolworths

Shawl:

R249.99,

The Fix

Sneakers:

R499, H&M

Denim

Dress: R699,

Foschini

Jacket: R750,

Foschini

URACY, PEOPLE MAGAZINE IS NOT LIABLE FOR ANY ERRORS IN

N THAT WAS CHECKED AND HAS CHANGED SINCE THE TIME OF

Statement 

Woolworths

Boots:

R299.9

The Fix
R99.95, 

Woolworths

WoolworthsBodysuit: R119.99, 

The Fix

Skirt: R399,

By New

Look, ZandoCape: R499,

By Lydia G,

Zando

R79.95, 

Woolworths

LOOK 1

LOOK 3

LOOK 4

LOOK 2

:

99,99

x



WINTERISE YOUR PENCIL SKIRT

P
ENCIL SKIRTS aren’t only for summer; they can also be worn in 

winter. This type of style can leave you in rut as people tend to

It doesn’t have to be that way

There’re so many different ways to revamp pencil skirts that will work for work and 

a causal day. They’re one of the most feminine pieces women can own, and  really 

accentuate the figure. Pencil skirts are timeless and classy and can easily be dressed 

down or you take it up a notch. Here are four ways to style pencil skirts

LLOOOLL K 1

It doesn t have to be that way. dow

Three): R129, H&M

Top: 

R199.99, 

LeGit

Skirt: R199.99, 

LeGit

Boots: 

R849, 

Madsion 

Shoes

Coat: R860, 

Foschini

Stole: R899, 

By Country 

Road, 

Woolworths

ays to style pencil skirts.

B

R1

Plum

Footw

klace:

9,

x

R229, H&M

Skirt: R249, 

H&M

Jacket: R899,

H&M

OK 2OK 2

Beanie: R149, 

H&M
Shirt: R29

H&M

Necklace: R299, 

Accessorize

Linked 

Necklaces: 

Price On 

Request, 

Accessorize

Heels:  

R1 599, 

Aldo

Skirt: R360, 

Foschini

R399, 

Accessorize

Cape: R799 by 

London Hub, 

Zando

PEOPLE 81

9, 

eoplemagazinee.co.za www.pSneakers: R999, 

By Nike, Zando

er

et: R499,

M R999, 

Accessorize

Skirt: R260, 

Foschini

Jersey:

R299,

H&M

Precious 

R129, H&M

LOOK 3

LOOK 4

Boots:

1 099,

m

wear

e

R59.

he Fi

Necklace:

R160R160,

W wworthsoolw

Necklace:

R59.99,

The Fixx

Four): R59.99, 

The Fix

Bomm

JackeJacke

H&&M

R19.99, 

The Fix



3 WAYS TO LAYER YOUR WINTER CLOTHES

I
F by now you’re 

still stuck with

for the faint hearted and

can be quite tricky to

perfect. Here are your go-

to looks for layering for

beginners. They’re easy

and effective!

MAKE more 

out of your 

winter 

wardrobe.

FINISHED WITH FAUX FUR

OVER THE SHOULDER

TROUSER AND TURTLENECK
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STYLIST: SUZY MUKENDI

PHOTOGRAPHER: BRENDA TAYLOR

TIPIF you’re feeling more 
adventurous then go all-out 
in a tassel dress that moves 

when you walk. Add statement 
heels and a necklace to tie 

the whole look together and 
throw on a neutral faux fur 
gilet to keep you warm.

TIPIF you want to show off your 
jumpsuit then a great tip is to 
layer with a shawl and then 

throw a faux fur coat over. If 
you get too hot you can just 

keep the shawl on! 

Let’sParty! W
INTER already comes with 

its struggles of deciding 

what to wear in order 

to keep warm, so now 

imagine on deciding on what to wear for a 

party in the cold! You want to stay bundled 

up against the weather, sure, but you also 

don’t want to overheat once you get to 

the party. Using these key ensemble items, 

you can tailor your winter wardrobe to be 

ready to rock any party this season. 

AIN’T we got fun?

Sheron
Earrings: R399, Accessorize

Necklace: R899.99, Mr Price

Gilet: R359.99, The Fix

Dress: R749, H&M

Bangles: R399, Accessorize

Heels: R2 850, Castello

Tanya
Earrings: R299, Accessorize

Gold Necklace: R219.50, Colette

By Colette Hayman

Burgundy Necklace: R59.99, Mr 

Price

Coat: R899, H&M

Shawl: R249.99, The Fix

Jumpsuit: R849, Tally Weijl

Rings: R169.50, Colette By 

Colette Hayman

Bag: R159.99, The Fix

Courts: R1 999, Castello



Sheron
Top: R199, Cotton On

Chains: R59.99, The Fix

Coat: R1 349.99, Tally Weijl

Shorts: R599, The Lot

Rings: R199.50, Colette By Colette

Hayman

Clutch: R399.50, Colette By Colette 

Hayman

Boots: R1 850, Castello

TIPDON your favourite LBD 
with a polo neck just to keep 

yourself warm, and throw on 
a faux fur coat for a pop!

Tanya
Earrings: R169.50, Colette By 

Colette Hayman

Top: R69.99, Mr Price

Jacket: R899, H&M

Dress: R799, Forever21

Necklace: R79.99, The Fix

Rings: R69.99, The Fix

Clutch: R559.50, Colette By

Colette Hayman

Heels: R1 990, Europa Art



Tanya
Earrings: R99.50, Colette By Colette Hayman

Skirt: R299, H&M

Necklace: R219.50, Colette By Colette Hayman

Dress: R1 499, H&M

Bangles: R59.99, Mr Price

Boots: R699, Cotton On

TIPWEAR your summer/spring 
dresses in winter by pairing 

it with a shirt and a pair 
of ankle boots, making it playful and edgy.

TIP
THE easiest way to 

‘winterise’ a statement party 

top or dress is by pairing it 

with a leather jacket, adding 

an edgy element.

Sheron
Earrings: R79, Accessorize

Black/Silver Necklace: R89.99,

The Fix

Silver Necklace: R49.99, Mr Price

Leather Jacket: R799, Cotton On

Aztec Jacket: R749, H&M

Top: R499, Tally Weijl

Skirt: R399, Forever21

Boots: R299, The Fix



TIP
A GREAT way to wear  

bell sleeves is by layering.  The contrast between the 
dress and gilet brings  

more attention to the  
already unique shape of  

the sleeves.

Sheron
Earrings: R99, FUG Accessories

Shirt: R139.99, Mr Price

Necklace: R230, FUG Accessories

Dress: R749, H&M

Necklace: R299.50, Colette By

Colette Hayman

Coat: Price On Request, By 

Trenery, Woolworths

Rings: R180, Lovisa

Heels: R1 990, Europa Art

TIP
OPT for a gilet and a long-sleeve top  the 

perfect combo for those 
nights when it’s not too 

chilly, and jazz your look 
up by adding a statement 
glittery scarf which will 

make your outfit stand out.

Tanya
Earrings: R169,

Accessorize

Gold/Crystal Necklace:

R139, Tally Weijl

Gold Necklace: R69,

The Fix

Gilet: R399, The Fix

Dress: R599, The Lot

Clutch: R999,

Accessorize

Heels: R2 999, Castello



TIP
THERE’S a reason why 

layering is such a big trend 

this season. It’s
 the most 

practical way to dress in 

winter. If y
ou want to don 

a crop top then pair it w
ith 

a polo neck sweater  fun 

and flirt
y!

TIPPERFECT for a more work 

appropriate party function, 

this look gives a touch of 

class and sophistication to 

any outfit. Liven it up with 
flirty pieces.

Tanya
Earrings: R114.50, Colette By

Colette Hayman

Neckpiece: R79.99, Mr Price

Top: R479, Forever21

Jersey: R219, The Fix

Skirt: R649, The Lot

Beaded Bracelets: R69.99, The

Fix

Bangles: Price On Request,

Colette By Colette Hayman 

Rings: R59.99, The Fix

Bag: R159.99, The Fix

Brogues: R299.99, The Fix

Sheron
Hoops: R129, Accessorize

Scarf: R269, Tally Weijl

Gilet: R399, The Fix

Playsuit: R999, Tally Weijl

Clutch: R339.50, Colette By 

Colette Hayman

Rings: R59.99, The Fix

Heels: R2 890, Europa Art



Beauty

BY CARLI PRINSLOO

facebook.com/peoplemagsa

WE’VE got your next going out hair-make-up combo right here!
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DO NIGHT 

THE EYES
BOTH Leona Lewis and Queen Bey have been

seen with glossy eyelids. Could this be a new

trend? We’re loving the new move from glossy 

to matte lips and, now, from powdered to 

glossy lids. Hot model Georgia May Jagger has 

the perfect tip to get this shimmery look. Her 

new thing, she says, is applying powdered eye 

shadow first, and then layering on lip balm. “It

makes the creamiest eyeshadow,” she says. Plus,

glossy lids go perfectly with (always chic) glowing

88    PEOPLE www.peoplemagazine.co.za 

glossy lids go perfectly with (always chic) glowing

skin. Finish off your look with a matte neutral lip

– a stunning example of low-key beauty. Try this

out on your next evening outing.

THE LIPS
AN interesting spin on a night time lip is going 

for glitter. Glitter sticks surprisingly well to most 

lipsticks. A satin finish does work best though. 

Choose your favourite lipstick colour plus a fine 

glitter in a complementary colour – the options 

here are endless! Then use the pad of your finger 

to press it onto your lip. Come on, give glitter a 

go!

Perfect Lip Duo In Royal: R305, GloMinerals

Kourtney

Leona Lewis

Georgia 

May Jagger

Beyoncé

I

on). When you’re ready for that fun night out, 

put on your killer heels and look at our night 

out make-up and hair inspiration.



RIGHT DAY TO NIGHT

REFRESHERS
THE HAIR
HERE’S how to do our top three night out hairstyles.

PULL your hair into a ponytail high on your head. Wrap the length 

of hair around the elastic and secure the knot with hairpins. You 

can also tease the pony before wrapping it into a bun for a bigger 

knot.

2. Messy Pony

START with day-old hair (you can’t do a 

successful messy ponytail with super clean

hair). Use dry shampoo for volume and 

texture. Tease your hair at the crown and 

make your parting short or take all of the 

hair back. Pull some pieces out in the front

for an even messier look.

Beauty

TO get hair this sleek, you

need some help. Start

with clean, semi-dry hair

Apply a straightening

cream that also protects

against heat, and break

out the iron. Usually goin

over each section of hair

twice is enough to get it

silky. Finish off with anti-

frizz serum to keep your

hair smooth throughout

the night.
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Karlie Kloss

Coconut Oil 

BRIGHTEN up 

your overall 

look with a 

pretty colour 

lip. 

 

SAD skin by 

17h00 can 

easily be 

perked up. Just 

press a dab of 

BB Cream on 

the cheeks to 

make them 

dewy.

ColorStay

Concealer:

RETURN to 

the land of 

the living 

by applying 

a bit of 

concealer 

under the 

eyes.

YOUR hair 

has probably 

gone home 

since your 

last coffee 

run. Smooth 

frizz and 

shine it out 

again. 

FRESHEN 

up eyes 

and make 

sure to 

fix any 

cracks or 

smudges.



Do you have any advice for
girls who want to incorporate
braids into their look?
Braids are so easy to style

in your look. Go for slightly

longer braids to work into

easy updos. Plated braids

give a fresh young look to any

style.
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Every year in March for the past 10 years, 

David travels to Cosmoprof – the world’s 

biggest showcase for trends in beauty and 

more. On his travels around the globe, he is 

always searching for all of the latest trends 

in fashion and hair and brings them back to 

South Africa with tenacity. He is not afraid to 

take risks and set the standard. David

has both judged and won the

SA Style Awards for a few

consecutive years, so who

better to chat about 

hair with? 

What is the one hair 
product you yourself
cannot live without?
The product I live for is 

Davines Oi Oil. Light and

dry to the touch this non-

greasy oil can be used before or

after styling hair, as well as on a daily basis to 

refresh or moisturise tired dull hair.

What is your favourite hairstyle trend
right now?
This season I’m loving the micro 

fringe. It’s a fresh, brave take on 

the fringe and adds a cool Gucci 

geek feel to any hairstyle. I’m 

also loving the baby afro. For the 

very brave I’m obsessed with the 

buzzcut.

DAVID GILLSON chats to us about all things hair.

HAIR GURU
What are your top two hairstyling tips for 
this winter?
This winter choose a fabulously moisturising 

home treatment like the Davines Minu 

moisture treatment and invest in really good 

oil like Davines Oi Oil.

Your thoughts on natural hair?
I’m loving natural hair this season! Girls

wearing their natural curls, models without

their weaves, extensions or relaxers, 

embracing fab afros and buzzcuts, as well

as women accepting their grey hair and

working with it.

What do you recommend for keeping
hair looking fresh when it comes 
to humidity?
The new Davines staying line Your Hair

Assistant is unbelievable in combating

humidity. The whole range is great, 

but the Blowdry Primer is the hero 

product when it comes to humidity.

What must your pre-styling 
routine always include?
Always apply a few drops of really 

good oil on towel-dried hair.

Do yo
hair tr
I love t

section

separa

‘Kate M

fe

alw

Beyon

changes her hair regularly.

Is there a city that inspires you 
in terms of hairstyle and 

beauty?
London is a total tonic 

for me. I can’t go 

longer than a few 

months without 

visiting London. It 

really is the centre 

for exciting and 

innovative hair and 

beauty trends.

You style a lot of celebriti
hair. Who has been your
favourite to work with?
Without getting myself into

trouble, is

my favourite celebrity

to work with. She is s

wild and on trend wit

her hair and has an

exciting new look every

season as well as being 

an absolute darling.

u have any wacky beauty/
ricks?
twisting hair into four

ns, drying, then

ating to give a casual

Moss at a music

stival’ look.

Is there a style
icon you look to
for inspiration?
Kate Moss’

undone aesthetic

’s

chameleon quality is

ways an inspiration.

ncé is amazing; love the way she

es her hair regularly

fringe

Kate 

Moss
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Include these three moves into you routine
for a toned lower body like Kate:

et Kate Upton’s
Lower Body

Lisa 

Raleigh will help you achieve your desired celebrity body.

BY LISA RALEIGH

Celeb Fitness

FOLLOW your favourite celebs’ exercise 
routines and look and feel as good as they do!

1
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ATE UPTON’S wedding day 

is fast approaching, and the 

supermodel has been cranking up 

her training regimen accordingly.

Up The Protein: Kate includes protein in every meal 

as an easy way to reach her daily quota for lean 

muscles, as well as keep her feeling fuller for 

longer. Turkey meatballs and chicken salad are 

two of her favourite healthy go-to foods.

Cut Out Refined Foods: The blonde beauty 

restricts processed and refined foods, particularly 

refined carbohydrates, and adds in raw fruits and 

vegetables wherever possible.

Focus On Strength: Kate sticks to strength-based 

circuit training to build lean muscle, shying 

away from traditional cardio. She typically uses 

free weights and practises one-armed moves to 

improve stability and balance.

2

STAND with dumbbells in each hand and palms 

facing forward. With feet wide apart and toes 

pointed out, sink into a plié squat. Pause for 

a moment then rise back up to your starting 

position. Aim for three sets of 10 – 15 reps.

STAND with your feet hip-width apart and forearms stacked at 

shoulder height. Take a big step back and to the side with one 

foot, sinking down into a curtsy. Pause for a moment then rise 

up and pull your back leg up and out to the side in front of you. 

Lower back down to your starting position and repeat with the 

opposite leg. Aim for three sets of 10 – 15 reps.

Send Lisa your questions. E-mail people@caxton.co.za and write ‘Fitness’ in the subject line. www.lisaraleigh.co.za

lisa@lisaraleigh.co.za l Lisa Raleigh Fan Page – Facebook l @LisaRaleighSA – Twitter l LisaRaleighTV – YouTube

WITH one arm up in the air, step the opposite leg 

back and sink into a deep runner’s lunge. Rise back 

up and sweep your back leg forwards and across 

your body, drawing your raised elbow down to 

meet it. Pause for a moment then return to your 

starting position. Aim for three sets of 10 – 15 reps 

on each side.

3



Catch SA Decides 2

Hosted by Audrey Chimwanda 

Telling South Africa’s untold stories in 
nine provinces over three months ahead 
of the 2016 local government elections. 

Townhall Debates
Saturday - 8:00 - 9:00am 
Sunday - 13:00 - 14:00pm (Repeat) 
Sunday - 19:30 - 20:30pm (Repeat)

Weekdays
Monday - Friday
10:00 - 10:30am
5:00 - 6:00pm


